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EDITORIAL 

Avec ce numéro 25-2 de SERICOLOGIA se terinine la publication des textes et 
interventions présentés lors du XIVe Congrès de la C.S.I. Le prochain nurnéro retrou-

vera le visage habituel de SERICOLOGIA. Toutefois, certains changements vont étre 
apportés. 

SERICOLOGIA sera consacré en priorité A des articles de synthèse couvrant is 
littérature la plus récente dns des domaines qui concernent Is sériciculture (les 
vera a soie, les rnériers, l'élevage, la filature, la sole, etc) et queues que soient 
les disciplines (physiologie, génétique, biologie cellulaire, physique, écoiogie, 
économie, etc) et 	des etudes techniques et scientifiques qui concerneront des 
résultats nouveaux. 

Dc plus, cornpte-tenu de Is quantitC de manuscrits reçus a la redaction, les 
articles seront déormais soumis 	['avis de spécialistes choisis parmi le Conseil 
de Redaction et/ou le reste de la conimunauté internationale séricicole. 

Des formules soft Cgalenient 	[étude pour introduire de nouvelles rubriques 
et pour aniéliorer la lecture de la Revue SignatCtique". 

Enfin, ?i partir du prochain nuniéro, SERICOLOGIA no sera envoyC (par avion) 
qu'aux services ofliciels des Etats Menibres, aux Editeurs en Cchange de leur revues 

et aux Membres Assoclés de La C.S.T. (individuels et coliectils). Aussi, si Ia 
lecture de SERICOLOGIA vous est utile, n'oubl iez pas d'adhérer le plus rapidement 
possible comme Mernbre Assoclé. 

G. C. 
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ED I TOR I AL 

With this issue 25(2) of SERICOLOGIA we complete the publication of the papers 

and reports presented in the XIVth I.S.C. Congress. In the next issue we will come 

back to the usual presentation yet with some modifications. 

SERICOLOGIA will preferably issue synopses giving the most recent literature 

in the fields dealing with sericutture (silkworms, mulberries, rearing, reeling, 

silk etc) whatever subject they may concern (physiology, genetics. cellular biology, 

ecology, economy etc) and technical and scientific research works giving new data. 

Moreover, on account of the numerous manuscripts that we receive for publi-

cation, specialists chosen among the Editorial Board and/or the rest of the interna-

tional sericultural community will he requested to read and give their opinion on 

the articles submitted. 

We are also considering the introduction of new headings and the improvement 

of the presentation and reading of the "Bibliography". 

At last, from the next issue onwards, SERICOLOGIA will be exclusively sent (by 

air mail) to Member States officiaL services. Editors in exchange for their journals 

and Associate Members of I.S.C. (private and collective). Therefore, if you find 

SERICOLOGIA interesting, do not forget to join T.S.C. as Associate Member. 

G.C. 
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Sericologia, 1985, 25(2), p. 181-182. 	14êflle Congrês Séricicole International / 
14th International Sericultural Congress 

COMPARATIVE STUDIES ON THE PROPERTIES OF BOMBYX MORI MULTIVOLTENE 

AND BIVOLTINE RAW SILK PRODUCED IN INDIA 

ETUDES COMPARATIVES DES PROPRIETES DE LA SOlE GREGE INDIENNE 

PRODUITE PAR DES VERS A SOlE POLYVOLTINS ET BIVOLTINS DE BOMBYX MORI 

G.S. NADIGER, A.G. SIIANKAR 

511-k Technology Division 
Karnataka State Serjculture Development Institute 

Thalaghattapura, Banga lore 560 062 
India, 

I NTRODIJCTION 

Indian silk industry has been found to have two major drawbacks viz, low produc-
tivity and pour quality. During the last decades persistent efforts are being made 
through research and developmental activiLicS to overcome the same. One of the major 

steps towards this has been to switch over from multivoltine to bivoltine silk pro-

duction. Over the years, it has been found that Karnataka State has a lions share 
in the total silk production of India. In fact, the target of production in Karnataka 
alone has been found to be 4600 tonnes of which at Ieasr 1000 tc'nnes should be of 
bivolline type for the year 1984-85. 

In order to overcome the technical and managerial problems, various stej,s have 
been taken up by the Government of Karnataka under the World Bank Financ lal Assi s-
Lance. Further, to popularise bivoltine raw silk production, suitable reeling machi-
neries have been set up by a Public Sect or undertaken as an eye-opener to the raw 
silk producers in the Private Sector toward modernization. 

Now the question that is pertinent for popularization of bivolt inc raw silk pro-
duction should be to look for the comparison of the textile properties of bivolt inc 
and multivoltinc raw silk and subsequently highlight those properties which really 

depict the superiority of bivoltine raw silk. Preliminary work in this direction gave 
encouraging results and are therefore, presented in this paper. 

MATERIAl. AND MEIITOD 

Two lots of cocoons each frontbivoltine and rnultivoItjne varielitu were stifled 
by hot at r drying and reel ccl tinder ident i cal processing coinli t ions to produce the 
raw silk yarn. Some of the properties of these yarns were evaluated using si'rigraph 

and Instron cindy thread tensile tester. Similarly, the average denier was also es-
timated for tIn-se samples. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Table—I gives the data on tensile properties of multibivoltine and bivoltine 

yarn of 20/22 as determined by matron tensile tester. It can be seen from the 

table I that the tenacity for bivoltine raw silk is comparatively on the higher side 

and concommitanily the elongation (T) also shows a reverse trend for these samples. 

However, it can be remarked that similar tests carried out using skeins by serigraph 

did not bring out the differences as depicted by Instron testing. Furthermore, one 

of the very important textile properties 'Initial Modulus could not be determined 

either by serigraph or serimeter test. Therefore, the initial modulus for the two 

types of yarns were also determined using matron. It has been found that the initial 

modulus for bivoltine yarn is greater than that of multibivoltine yarn. Therefore, 

it seems that the bivoltine silk apart from better yield, has superior properties 

as an apparel textile when compared to multibivoltine silk. Further work to confirm 

these results has been planned in this institute, it is hoped that by evaluation of 

these properties using single filament (bave), it could be possible to ascertain the 

superiority of bivoltine in addition to high yield. 
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Characteristics Ilultibivoltine 	silk Bivoltine 	silk 

Tenacity 	(g/d) 3,57 4.5 

C.V. 	(C) 7.2 7.2 

Ilonqation 	(C) 23.6 17.6 

C.V. 	(C) 16.7 20.6 

mi tial 

modulus 	(q/d) 117 138.4 

C.V. 	(i) 5.8 3.5 

Table I. Yarn characteristics for mulilbivoltinc and bivoltine varieties 

matron testing) 
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SILK REELING AND HANDiCRAFTS 

FILATURE ET ARTISAHAT 

T.N. SONWALKAR 

Central Silk Technological Research Institute 
Central Silk Board 

Vanivilas road, Basavanagudi, 
Bangalore 560 004 

India 

INTRODUCTION 

In India silk reeling itself is a sort of handicraft since personal skill is 

involved in taking out filament from cocoon and from a silk thread in charkha, cot-

tage basin or even in filarure basins. In India there is a traditional reeling tech-

nique known as charkha. Production of charkha silk is about 50% of the total silk 

production in the country. There are quite a few charkhas in Karnataka and Andhra 

Pradesh producing very fine mulberry raw silk even 1 3/ 1 5 d with local multivoltine 

hybrid cocoons. It looks fascinating if we see how such a fine quality raw silk is 

produced on such crude charkha. on account of personal skill/craftsmanship such fine 

dual ity silk can be produced. Similarly fine silk fabrics with rich designs are pro-

duced on crude handlooms in India. There are such rich designed fahrics like silk 

sarees (Peethambara), scarves and carpets produced on a simple country device, hand-

looms in the country especially in Banaras, Kashmir and Kaiichipuram. In non-mulberry 

sector, fascinating yarns and labrics are produced from En, Tasar and Muga cocoons 

in Assam, Ilihar, West Bengal, Orissa and Madhya Pradesh. A very simple country device 

is used in reeling and weaving. All these devices are manually operated. In fact the 

entire non-mulberry silk reeling and weaving sector is of man operated device, 	i.e. 

the en! ire industry is of handicraft type. 

MULBERRY SILK REELiNG 

Silk reeling is yet. to be modernised in India, whereas in senicultural ly advan-

ced countries like Japan, a very sophisticated reeling process is adopted and almost 

ill 	the reeling units are i usta I led with  automat. ic reeling machines. In India, there 

are three distinct reeling device,  in mulberry sector, namely Charkha - a crude sys- 
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tern of reeling comprising of about 15,000 units whose production contribution is 

about 50% of the total 	production, 	Cottage basin system - improved over charkha 

comprising of about 6000 units whose production contribution is about 387 of the 

total silk production - and Multi-end (filature) basin system - supposed to be the 

modern version in India, comprising of about 4000 installed basins out of which 2000 

are active and whose production contribution is about 107, of the total silk produc-

tion. Dupion silk production is about 27,. 

Even the so-called filature system of the present which is mostly under public 

sector undertaking is not upto the desired level of working standard. However, 

efforts are being made to improve the standard of reeling industry. Systematic 

research studies on cocoon processing such as stifling of cocoons and cooking have 

been made in Central Silk Technological Research Institute, Bangalore, ott muLti-end 

as well as automatic reeling machine with both improved quality multivoltine and 

bivoltine cocoons in order to work out the feasibility of introducing modern automa-

tic silk reeling under Indian conditions. 

There are about 6-5 small automatic reeling units, each of 40 ends capacity, 

in the country. Reeling performance of cocoons of locally evolved bivoltine races 

on this automatic reeling machine is encouraging and the quality of raw silk come 

upto international srndard grade A to 2A. From the yield (renditta) point of view, 

the multi-end (filature) reeling machine has also been found to be satisfactory for 

bivoltine cocoons as in the case of automatic reeling machines. With adoption of hot 

air stilling and three-pan cooking system, the reeling performance of bivoltine 

cocoons on multi-end machines has been found to be quite encouraging. For multivol-

tine hybrid cocoons, the filature technique, i.e. steam stifling, open pan cooking 

and reeling on multi-end reeling, has been found to be satisfactory. 

CIIARKHA 

The main reason why charkha is still dominating in indian silk-reeling industry 

is that bulk of raw silk produced is used in the handloom industry wherein the cost 

factor of the raw material has to be kept as low as possible for the rate of the 

finished product saleable. Secondly the establishment of charkha unit does not need 

any big investment or special skill and this enables charkha silk to be sold at a 

minimum price which is very much wanted by the handloom industry. Thirdly, the inte-

rior quality multivoltine and detective cocoons available at lower prices can be 

reeled more. economically on charkha than on cottage basin or multi-end basins. 

The charkha reeling system is the Italian version or floating system of reeling 

which is associated with 1) reeling of cooked cocoons which float in the reeling 

basin, 2) high speed reeling, 3) high basin temperature reeling and 6) less number 

of reeling ends. This version of reeling will improve the reelability of iu[eric-r 

and de(ective cocoons without considering the quality of silk. Charkha which is a 

simple device (its appearance may be comparable to J5panese old sedentary reel -r 

zagurikikai) consists of a large cooking cum reeling pan where boiling water is kept. 

The cocoons are cooked in it. and filaments collected in a bunch after brushing are 

passed through a hole on an ordinary thread guide device. Afterwards,-the thread is 

crossed with another co-thread for forming a chambon type croissure in order to 

agglutinate the I ilaments and remove the water from the body of the thread. Then it 

is passed through a distributor before it is wound on to a large wooden reel. Four 

threads are ma i nt -i med in this device. One person rotates the reel by hand and an-

ether person sit I ing near the cooking pan manipulates the cocoon cooking and reeling. 

Charkha silk is generally coarse and suffers from many defects since no improvement 
devices such as button/slub catcher and standard croissure system in reeling are 
used. Also charkha silk is not re-reeled, the production of silk per charkha per day 
is about one ki Icigram. There is no standard (iiiii form) mechanism for charkha. Charkha 
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varies in construction from region to region. So attempts have been made to standard-

ise the charkha in Central Silk Technological Research Institute, Bangatore. The 

Institute has already developed an improved charkha wherein working conditions and 
quality of raw silk are better. 

IMPROVED CFIARKIIA 

I. Cooking basin: Appropriate cooking pan with a separation for cooking and 
reeling has been fixed. Perlorated partition will enable the basin temperature to 
be maintained at boiling point and also the reeler feels it easy to work and reel 
the cocoons simultaneously. 

Slob catcher: Improved slob catchers have been incorporated in the place of 
Tharapatti so that the major defects such as waste slobs, etc, be avoided. Efficient 
casting and piecing of thread takes place. 

Croissure: Tavellette type of croissure has been provided. So all the four 
threads are independent in working, resulting in compact and circular thread forma-
tion and effective removal of water from the thread. 

Passage of thread: Passage of thread has been maintained as long as nearly 
two metres. So driage of thread is better, in addition, improved heating device has 

been incorporated. Charcoal/wood fire is kept in the perforated metal plate which 

is covered, so that hot surface of the metal cover would cause driage of silk thread 
on the swift. 

Driving: Chain typer driving system has been incorporated resulting in easy 
rotation of reel. 

Improved coltapsable swift of lim periphery has been used. 

Traverse: Traverse system has been improved so as to obtain better coiling 
in the hank. Such improvements in the charkha have resulted in better working condi-
tions and producing of quality raw silk without affecting production. 

Improved Charkha is shown in Plate 1. 

COTTAGE BASIN 

This reeling device is an improved version of the charkha and it is indigenous-
ly designed ,,n the principle of Japanese multiend reeling machine. llere cocoon cook-
ing is done separately in a boiling water basin and reeling is done in a hot water 
has in attached to the reel ing bench. Normal I y, ear h basin has 6-8 ends and each 

thread is first passed through a button to clean the slobs and waste. Then it is 
independently passed through a tavellette type of croissure which is more efficient 
than that in cI,arkha. A f t e r the croissure, the thread passes tInougi, a traverse guide 
and 	finally on to a small reel, ge- reel ing is done to prepare standard sized hanks 

from small reels. So the qi.iality of silk is superior to charkha silk. Cocoons of 
superior quality like bivoltine can be reeled on this device. But the cottage basin 
is generally hand-driven and the alignment of the basin is not suuficiertly perfect. 

With the result, production ol superior quality silk conforming to international 
standard is not possible. 

Small establishments consisting o( 	a t,,inisulfl, 01)10  Ii) has ins are economical 
Nowadays CVCTI bigger units 111)10  40 basins are being installed using power for running 
the basi ns. Ap;i rt I roe i uttroduct ion of power, there is no improvement in the fabr a-
lion ol the sac-  hi ne in the case of  hi ggc r un i t . Some t inc s t he bu' i Icr-genera ted St cam 
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is used (or heating the water in cooking and reeling basins and also to stifle the 

cocoons. The production ccl silk per day per basin is about 800 gm. Most of the cot-

tage basin units are cinder pr vote management (the author has prepared projects on 

cottage hasict, multi-end and ,uitOmoLiU reeling for standard economical units). 

MUITI-ENL) FILATURE BASIN 

This reeling device is a further improved version of the cottage basin and is 
power driven. Boi lers are installed and steam is used for cooking and reeling purpose 
and also lor cocoon stilling in the special steam chambers. Since recently, however, 

hot air drying methods are being icc reduced for b i volt I ice cocoon in some of the Ii 1 a-

ture units in the country to improve the working efficiency and quality of reeled 
silk. Normally cocoon cooking is done according to single pan system as in the case 
of cottage basin. Three pact cooking system evolved by our Institute wherein the 

cocoons are subjected to varying temperatures associated with hot air stifling has 
been found to be suitable for bivoltinc cocoons on the multi-end basin and it is fol-

lowed io a few filaLures in the country. In lilature basin there are some additional 

attachments such as jetteboict which picks up the Ii laments to increase the efficiency 

of cocoon li,eding. the distribution system is further improved and individual brake 

motion for each reel is abs provided so that the overall working efficiency of the 

basin be enhanced. 	Improved re-reel i Tip with di amond formation is used. Normally each 

basin conists of 10 ends. The author has been successlul in improving the design of 
the existing multi-end basin so as to increase the working efficiency and quality 

of raw silk. 

In principle the mulciund filature basin is upposed 10 be a modern device in 

India and it is possible to use superior quality cocoons like bivoltines on these 
machines with better performance. Most of the filatcires are under public sector 

undertaking. The bigger are 6 units in Karrcataka consisting of an average of about 

200 basins each, two in .Iammu & Kashmir - one in Jammu with about 150 basins and 
another in Srinagar with about 600 basins and one of 100 basins in Malda (West 
Bengal). The other smaller lilature units (20-40 basins) include two units in 

Iiehradcccc (h.P.), 1-4 in Andhra I'radesh, one unit in Nurpur 0l.P. ) and one unit in 

Yeshwantnagar (M.P.). Most of the filatures are installed with the Japanese version 
mult lend basins as discussed above. llowever, in Kashmir, most of the basins are of 
the italian version (direct reeling) i.e. back reeling on a large standard reel. Raw 

silk production per clay per basin is varying from 600 to 800 gut. in the above lila-
ture units and the quality of the silk is superior to that of cottage basins. A com-
parison between charkha, cottage basin and multiend basin is made in Ancccxore 1. 

NEW EXPERTMENTAI. STUI)IF.S 

With considerable improvemecct brought about since recently in the quality of 

cocoons rescil t i ctg from improved techniques of silkworm reari rig and introduction of 
bivoltine hybrid races, scope for improving the reeling efficiency and the quality 
of raw silk has considerably increased. Therefore, systematic experiments have been 
undertaken as Follows since the last hew years on the leisibi I ity of using such 

improved 	ocoons of both bivo! tine hybrids and improved multi vol t. mmcc x bivccl Line 

hybrid cocoons. These experiments have been carried out oct both the mult iend silk 

reeling basins avai lablc in the countcy as well as the Japanese automatic reel i lip 
machine (model reeling unit). The act Loma tic reeling machine is r ccmposed of a prvssu-

riqed cocoon html ling machine, :in automatic cocoon feeder and a mechanical brushing 

unit. In addit.iocc, it is equipped with an automatic denier cont ndI device wherein 

human error icc maintaining tIde cicciloriccity cci deccic'r cs avoided i cc a large c.xtent cod 

thereby ensuring a minimum size deviation. 
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The automatic reeling system is a Japanese version or sunken system which is 

associated with 1) reeling of cooked cocoons which sink under water in the reeling 

bath. 2) low speed reeling, 3) low basin temperature and 4) a large number of reeling 

ends. This version of reeling is suitable for better quality cocoons in producing 

quality raw silk. 

1. Comparative reeling studies of commercial importance 

Bivoltine and multivoltine cocoons were commercially reeled on an automatic 

reeling machine adopting hot air cocoon drying and pressurized cocoon cooking 

methods. The average reeling data are given in Table I. 

Cooking sequence 

Soaking 

Side steaming 

Soaking 

Main steaming 

Stop steam valve 

Boil 

Spray cold water  

Bivoltine 

at 75°C for ½ minute 

at 850C for 4-5 minutes 

at 75°C for ½ minute 

at 98-100°C for 10-12 

minutes 

for ½ minute 

in boiling water for 

for ½ minute 

Multivoltine 

at 70°C for ½ minute 

at 70-80°C for 4 minutes 

at 70°C for ½ minute 

at 95-96°C for 9-11 minutes 

nil 

at 95-96°C for ½ minute 

until 75°C for 4-5 minutes until 70°C for about 4 mm. 

The cocoons were filled with hot water so as to sink in the reeling bath by the 

above cooking technique. Brushing was done by mechanical unit. Reeling was done on 

60-end automatic reeling machine (even with low pressure and shorter duration of 

cooking for multivoltine cocoons, it was noticed in some of the lots that the cocoons 

were oversoftened and sometimes cocoons were collapsed because of the pressurised 

system which, in [act, is not really needed for multivoltine cocoons). 

Discussion: 

Bivoltine cocoons: From Table 1, the overall actual renditta (B) of bivoltine cocoons 

was 6.9 indicating that the bivoltine cocoons were quite good for reeling on an auto-

matic reeling machine sinc.e the filament length was adequately longer than 1030m and 

the non-breakable lilament length was of 913m with a denier of 2.30d. Reelability 

percentage was 70, waste percentage was 14.1; considering this satisfactory perfor-

mance, bivoltine cocoons were as good as to achieve fairly comparable reeling results 

to Japanese results. As expected, the overall average size deviation was very good 

(1.278) indicating that the working of an automatic cocoon feeding device was very 

ellicient in its functioning. From Table 2, the quality of silk stood at A-2A grade 

except for winding breaks. The reeling performance of bivoltine cocoons on automatic 

reeling was helter as compared to that of filature (multi-end) technique wherein 

cocoons were steam stilled and cooked with open pan system. 

Multivoltine cocoons: The average actual renditta (B) was 10 with a reelability per- 

(enrage of 	CO. The average waste percentage was 23.2. the reeling perlormance of 

mel t i volt inc cocoons on automatic reel i ng was the same as in the silk Ii lature (mul-

tiend) technique. It indicates that the reeling technique applied for multivoltine 

cocoons in silk filatures is satisfactory. 
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IL is also seen from Table I that the average denier of multivoltine raw silk 

was coarser than that of bivoltine cocoons although the indicator was the same in 

both cases. Obviously it was because of the fact that the filament length of multi-

voltine cocoons was shorter than that of bivoltine cocoons. Secondly, it was observed 

many times that two cocoons were fed at one time instead of one cocoon at one time. 

This was because of the fact that the volume of multivoltine cocoons was small parti-

cularly after brushing on account of high percentage of floss and as such two cocoons 

used to sit on the feeding cup and whenever the indicator acted for feeding cocoon, 

the two cocoons would be fed to the jettebout, instead of one at one time. Further, 

it was observed that quite a few cocoons used in the cup collapsed due to the pres-

surised cooking. 

ue to these above mentioned reasons, besides raw silk denier being coarser, 

the average sise deviation was higher (1.430) as compared to that of bivoltine raw 

silk (1.278). 

Even coarser raw silk, the average production rate was lower (3.971 kg per 

7 hours/40 ends) as compared to that of bivoltine raw silk (4.378 kg). One more point 

was experienced during these studies with multivoltine cocoons that since cocoon take 

up rate was higher in mulLivoltine cocoons reeling on account of shorter filament 

length, it was difficult to supply with the brushed cocoons continuously. So with 

these results, only one section i.e. 20 ends reeling was to be maintained for some 

time. Since the action of the automatic device was at higher frequency rate, the wear 

and tear would be more in an automatic unit for multivoltine cocoon reeling. Also reel-

ing speed was to be lowered down as compared to the case of bivoltine cocoon reeling. 

So it may be concluded that the reeling performance of multivoltine (improved 

multivoltine crosses in the present studies) on an automatic unit was not as satis-

factory as in the case of bivoltine cocoons. in fact, filature (multiend) reeling 

technique for multi voltine  cocoons seemed satisfactory. 

2. Comparative reeling performance of bivoltine cocoons on an automatic reeling 

machine and on a filature type multiend reeling machine 

The bivoltine cocoons were reeled on an automatic reeling machine with pres-

surised cooking and the cocoons from the same lot were comparatively reeled on multi-

end reeling machine with pressurised and also three-pan cooking system. 

Process of cooking 

Firstly pressurised cooking sequence both for automatic and multiend reeling 

as described earlier for bivoltine cocoons was followed. 

Brushing was done afterwards in mechanised brushing unit at boiling point in 

case of an automatic reeling machine but hand brushing was followed in cooking pan 

at boiling point in the case of multiend machine. 	 - 

Secondly bivoltine cocoons were reeled on an automatic reeling machine with 

pressurised cooking system as against reeling on multiend reeling machine with three-

pan cooking system. 

Three pall cooking system 

Cocoons were inkell in a wire mesh cage and cooked in the first pan at lower tem-

perature 6±I1C for one minute and then in the second l)aT) at boiling point for about 

1 12 minute and finally at hS±5°C for one minute. The cooked cocoons were hand brushed 

at boiling point. The comparative reeling results Are given in Table 3 and 4 reaper-

t ive ly. 
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In both the above experiments the bivoltine cocoons were stilled by hot air 
method. 

Discussion 

From table 3, the average values of renditta (7.4 and 7.5) and reelability per-
centage (72 and 72) obtained in automatic and multiend reeling systems respectively 
indicated that there was no difference in the yield on both machines. Therefore, Lhe 
pressurised cooking associated with hot air stifling should also be used on multiend 
machine for bivoltine cocoons for large filatures in the place of open pan system 
for labour saving. However, hand brushing should be replaced by individual mechanical 
brushing unit attached to the reeling basin. 

The average production of raw silk per end per day on 7 hours working was 
99 gm. on an automatic reeling machine for 20.42 denier raw silk as compared to 
100 gm. on multiend reeling machine for 24.39 denier raw silk which was very coarse 
but the production per 40 end automatic reeling machine maintained by 4 persons 
including cooking was 3.963 kg. per day indicating about 1 kg. silk production for 
20.42 denier per person per day whereas the production per 10 end multiend machine 
maintained by l persons including cooking was 1 kg. per day indicating about 670 gm. 
silk production per person per day that too with very coarse raw silk (24.39 denier). 
Hence it is evident that for the same denier raw silk the production per person would 
be considerably higher on an automatic unit (although the unit under present study 
was very small having only 40 ends and it would be still enhanced on a commercial 
automatic reeling machine of 200 or 400 ends). The average size deviation was very 
good (0.960) in the raw silk reeled on an automatic machine as against 2.204 in the 
case of multiend reeling machine. 

From table 4, the renditia was lower (6.9) on multiend reeling machine with 
three pan cooking system as compared to 7.4 on an automatic machine with pressurised 
cooking system. Corespondingly reelability percentages were 72 and 67 respectively. 
Therefore, it indicated that the yield (renditta) was better in multiend machine with 
three pan cooking system. The production rate for 21.14 denier per end per 7 hours 
working was lower (69 gms) as compared to that (90 gms) in the case of automatic 
reeling machine with still finer raw silk of 19.99 denier. Also the size deviation 
was higher (2.14) with the multiend machine as against 1.530 in an automatic reeling 
machine. 

Thus based on renditta, the three pan cooking system on multiend machine appear-
ed to be most suitable [or bivoltine cocoons. But this system requires more persons 
as compared to pressurised cocoon cooking system (the pressurised cocoon cooking sys-
tem used for the present study with one operator could feed tOO ends or 10 multiend 
basins). So labour saving would be in the order of 4 per 10 hasins.Small filature 
units with three pan cooking system would therelore be useful for multiend machine 
for cooking of bivoltine cocoons, since therc would be saving of hall (0.5) renditta. 
(Reeling efficiency and quality of raw silk are not very much required at present 
in Indian reeling conditions). The pressurised cooking associated with hot air stifl-
ing should also be used on multiend machine for bivoltine cocoons for large lila-
tLlres. However hand brushing should be replaced by individual mechanical brushing 
unit attached to the reeling basins. 

These studies have clearly shown thu t the melt iced reeling ncah 1 nes can be 
satislictorily uted in the indian lilatures from the poini of view of yield (rendit-
ta) for even superior quality cocoons such as bivoltine co'oons either with three 
pan cooking system or with pressurised cooking system associated wirhi hot air still- 
ng method. 
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3. Comparative reeling performance of bivoltine and multivoltine cocoons on an auto-

matic reeling machine (with pressurised cooking system) and filature (to end reeling 

machine with open pan cooking) 

In this study cocoons from the same lots of both bivoltine and multivoltine were 

reeled on an automatic and multiend reeling machine. In automatic reeling technique 

cocoons were stifled by hot air method and cooking was done with pressurised system 
whereas in filature reeling technique steam stifling and open pan cooking systems 

were followed and reeling was done on 10 end basin in filature. The comparative 

results are given in table 5. The cooking sequence in pressurised system for both 
bivoltine and multivoltine cocoons was followed as discussed in earlier experiments 

and open pan cooking system was similar to the present filature system (i.e. subjec-
ting the cocoons at boiling point for about 2-3 minutes and then brushing by hand 

in the same open basin). 

Discussion: 

Bivoitine cocoons: There was no significant difference in renditta between automatic 
reeling technique (8.1) and filature reeling technique (8.2). The slight higher ren-

ditta of 0.1 in the case of filature reeling might be on account of steam stifling 

and open pan cooking system. 

ilultivolti,ie cocoons: There was a significant difference in renditta between automa-

tic reeling technique (10.4) and filature technique (9.9). Reeling performance of 

multivoltine cocoons on automatic reeling machine was not satisfactory indicating 
that pressurised cooking system was not very much suitable for soft built multivol-
tine cocoons which get overcooked resulting in more wastage. 

Conclusion 

From these new reeling experiments it could be concluded that automatic reeling 
technique is quite suitable for bivoltine cocoons in both yield/efficiency and quali-

ty of raw silk whereas it is not suitable for multivoltine cocoons. Secondly, bivol-
tine cocoons can also be reeled without loosing any yield on multiend reeling machine 

provided they are stifled by hot air method followed by three pan cooking in small 
filatures and in large units pressurised cooking system may be followed. 

For multivoltine cocoons the present filature technique i.e. steam stifling, 
open pan cooking and reeling on either cottage basin or niultiend basin may be conti-

nued. 

NON-MULBERRY SILK REELING 

TASAR SILK REELING 

The tasar cocoon is very hard and compact unlike the mulberry cocoon. It can 
not satisfactorily be softened by boiling in plain water. The poor solubility of 
sericin in water and alkal inc/acidic solutions due to the presence of tannin subs-
tarices makes the cooking and degtimming of tasar cocoons difficult. Wet basin reeling 
of tasar is not advantageous. 

Tradit ional method of cocoon cooking: The cocoons are wrapped in si lkwasle especial ty 

at the peduncle end to prevent shell (rote bursting and are treated in a boiling alka-

line medium for 4-5 hours. This technique involves much labour and the reeling 

resuits are poor. 
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Improved technique: Enzymatic decomposition of the sericin at low temperature renders 

it sqtt enough for reeling. Solutions of cocoonase, papain, trypsin, pepsin and 

biopril-50 have been tried. The last one has been found to be most efficient because 

it not only provides uniform softening but also reduces the cooking/steaming period. 

Different applications of this new cooking technique for A. mlitia and A. proylei 
are given below: 

A. rnylitta 

The cocoons are first boiled in plain waler for 1 to 11-2  minute and then steamed 

at 15 lg/sq. inch for 40 to 60 minutes after which they are left in the chamber and 

the pressure is gradually released. The cocoons are then loosely wrapped in a porous 

cloth and soaked in 0.1 to 0.27, biopril-50 (proteolytic enzyme) solution for 20 to 

22 hours, initially at 40 to 50°C and later at room temperature. After being spread 

out on a bed the cocoons are semi-dried and then deflossed for dry basin reeling. 

This method gives about 65% reelability with Daba and Bogai (1976) (if the cocoons 

are prebol led with soap + soda solution, concentration of biopril-50 may be lower). 

A. proylei 

The technique is basically the same as the one described for A. 'nylitta except 
that the cocoons are boiled and steamed for one minute and 30 minutes respectively 

and 0.025 to 0.050% biopril-50 solution is used for soaking. This application of 

cooking technique gives upto 557. reelability. The cooking procedures described above 

are for dry basin reeling. However because the filament of A. proylei is finer (4-
5D) than that of A. rnylitta (8-100) and the shell is not very hard, they can be reel-
ed like mulberry cocoons on wet basin but with slightly poor results. 

Ree line ooera t ions: 

Tasar reeling is actually the semi-spinning version i.e. filaments are collec-

ted and twisted by hand or by ring traveller system without draft. 

Reeling appliances: 

Natwa: This appliance is a hand swift made of bamboo and wood. The reeler, sitting 

cross legged, reels a number of filaments and winds them on the natwa after imparting 

twist to the composite yarn by hand. This is such a slow process that a reeler can 

only reel about 80 cocoons in eight hours; however, because it ensures better control 

of the individual cocoon filaments, the resulting yarn is of good quality. Despite 

low productivity, it is widely used because of its simplicity and small investment 
cost. 

Pedal reeling machine: Normally 5 or 6 cooked/dellossed cocoons of Daba or 9 to 
10 of 	. proylei are fed Into the basin per end to produce respectively 60/65 denier 
or 40/45 denier thread. The filaments are passed together over the delivery roller 

from which they pass on to the bobbin through the final thread guide. Twisting and 

winding take place simultaneously by means of a ring and a traveller on the ring 

ra i I - 

There are about 600 lasar reel log machines in the country, mainly in Bihar, 

Orissa and Madhya Pradesh. These machines are pedal driven with 4 spindLe capacity. 

The production per day per machine is about 150 gnss only in the case of Daba cocoons. 

However, Lite author has improved the mechanism(1976) so that the production rate has 

been increased to more than two times as compared to the above ordinary version. The 

comparative reeling performance is given in table 6. 
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c) improved 'GTRS' reeling machine: Designed on the spinning principle, CTRS reeling 

machine is also pedal driven and 4 spindled, has a wooden swift (50 cm in circum-

ference) for delivering the composite silk yarn to the fast rotating bobbin fixed 

on these spindles. There is a small step-pulley on the spindle driving shaft for 

changing the spindle speed when necessary. The wooden swift besides increasing the 

delivery rate also reduces lapping by lessening the contact of the raw silk £hread 

with the wood surface. All the working points are fitted with ball bearings for a 

very smooth operation. The machine is also equipped with various other devices which 

help to increase its efficiency. 

Reeled silk is normally used for warp in combination with Ghicha, Katia, noil 

and balkal yarns as weft. 

Ghicha yarn: ghicha is spun by hand mostly from unreelable tasar cocoons after cook-

ing in reeling process. Threads are drafted by hand and rolled on an earthern pot 

to make coarse yarn. 

Katia: Katia is spun from tasar silk waste produced during reeling. It is normally 

spun on pedal operated spinning charkha. Katia yarn is more compact on account of 

better twists in the yarn. 

Noil yarn: The yarn is spun out of noil waste produced in spun silk mills like cotton 

waste yarn or woolen yarn. 

Maika: Matka yarn is spun by hand out of mulberry pierced and unreelable cocoons 

after degumming. 

Balkal yarn: Balkal yarn is hand spun out of tasar cocoon peduncles, after they are 

boiled in alkaline solution and opened up. 

MJJGA SILK REELING 

The muga cocoon can be reeled owing to its closed shell and the continuous fila-

ments. Stilling (drying) of cocoon is similar to that of tasar. The cocoons are 

cooked in 0.5% alkaline solution (Na, Co,) for about half a minULe and transferred 

to reeling basin containing tepid water with a little soda. Normally-the filaments 

of 6 to 7 cocoons are fed on to the reeling device for warp and iO to 12 cocoons for 

we f 1. 

Reeling, appliances: 

a) Ehir: The Rhir is a very simple reeling appliance consisting of a basin to serve 

as the water bath For the cocoons and a roller with a large wheel at. one end for 

wrapping. The [ilaments of cooked cocoons are Joined by an operator (feeder) and pass 

into one hand of the reeler who in turn feeds the thread on to a wooden roller 

(reel). The reeler rotates the roller intermittently and imparts twist by rubbing 

the yarn between his fingers before it is wound on the reel. The feeder and reeler 

face eachother with the reeling appliance beLween them. The process is actually one 

end reeling by 2 persons. 

About 500 cocoons are reeled per day to produce about 120-I 50 gins of silk. The 

waste is nearly equal to the quantity of silk produced and the reelability is about 

SOY,. The pedalled Bhir is slightly improved over the hand operiled model as the 

reeler can use both hands for reeling thereby ensuring a better quality of silk, but 

this appliance likewise engages two persons in one end reeling and hence production 

is limited. 
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b) Baa type muga reeling machine: This mechanical reeling machine requires only one 

operator. As it is fool operated, the reeler can use both hands for cocoon feeding 

and reeling. The reeled silk is wound on the bobbin and a uniform rate of twist is 

imparted by the spindle and flyer. Nevertheless because only one end reeling is pos-

sible, the production is likewise limited. Recently some experiments of mugs reeling 

on multiend reeling basin were taken up. Mugs cocoons can be reeled in conditions 

similar to mulberry cocoons excepting that some alkaline medium is required in the 

reeling basin. Secondly the silk reeled on multiend machine will have no twist unlike 

in the regular muga reeling appliances. However, twist can be imparted after reeling 

on separate twisting machine whose cost may be compensated by increase in the produc-

tion in multiend reeling machine. 

ER1 SILK SPINNING 

Because eri cocoons are open mouthed, the filament is discontinuous and thus 

it can be used only for spinning. Like tasar, the cocoons vary in colour, size and 

softness. The soft cocoons are better for mechanical spinning and the bigger cocoons 

for hand spinning. The cocoons are graded accordingly. 

Degumming 

Rather than being cooked as in reeling, eri cocoons are degummed. The senicin 

(about 117) is washed out making the fibres loose enough to be stretched for the 

drafting operation. 

Traditional methods: In Assam, ash obtained from banana leaf, wheat stock, paddy 

straw, mung or pieces of green papaya, is commonly used instead of soda or potash 

to degum the cocoon. However, this process does not completely dissolve the sericin. 

The cocoons Loosely tied in cloth are boiled in a 107 Na, Co. solution for 145  minutes 
to one hour. The individual cocoons are then stretched or opened in plain water into 

thin sheets. Three or four such sheets are joined to make a cake" which is dried 
and used for spinning. 

Improved method: Clean eri cocoons are loosely tied in porous cloth and the bundle 

is immersed in an alkaline bath of 205 soap with 2% soda maintaining a 1:60 ratio 

of liquid and cocoons are boiled for one hour and then washed and reboiLed in fresh 

water for 30 minutes. The degummed cocoons are thoroughly washed twice and squeezed 

for drying (1970). 

Spinning: 

Hand spinning: hand spinning, which is very common in north-eastern states of India, 

is either intermittent (mule spinning principle) or continuous (ring spinning prin-

ciple) . The takl i is commonly used for intermittent spinning and the spinning wheel 

for continuous spinning; Both types of spinning involve the same basic operations: 
drafting, twisting and winding. 

Takli spinning: The tkli consists of a spindle with disc-like base. The spinner 

holds the cocoon cake' in Lhe left hand, drafts and then lends the at rand with right 

hand to the spindle. The spindle is occasionally rotated by the right hand to impart 

twist alter certain length of yarn is spun. The spinning is discontinued in order 
to wind the yarn on the spindle. 

Improved spinning appliance: Although takhi is very simple and cheap, its output is 

quite low. Improved spinning equipment has been developed on the continuous spinning 

principle with simultaneous drafting, twisting and winding. 
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The N.R. Das spinning wheel is pedal driven and has a flyer system. A large 
pedal wheel drives the top step wheel which in turn drives the double flanged bobbin. 
The spindle and flyer are mounted horizontally on a wooden platform with an automatic 
traverse mechanism. The continuous rotation of the bobbin gives the yarn a uniform 
twist and simultaneously ensures uniform distribution of yarn coils as they are wound 
on the bobbin. Iloth drafting and feeding of fibres can easily be controlled. 

The Trivedi (flyer type) and Chowdhury spinning (ring type) wheels are also 
popular for eri spinning. 

Recent research studies: 

Experiments have been carried out to establish suitable degumming technique for 
mulberry and eri cocoons. Spinning trials on all types of spinning wheels have been 
conducted. Recently hand spinning studies on blending of mulberry and eri degummed 
cocoons were also undertaken and very interesting results were obtained. 

Separately degummed mulberry pierced and eri cocoons were blended in 67:33 ratio 
and the blended material was hand spun ona pedal spinning wheel (Chowdhury type) 
for better economy, since mulberry pierced (superior) cocoons are costlier than en 
(inferior) cocoons. The spinning results of blended material are given along with 
spinning results of, pure mulberry and eri in table 7. 

From the table 7, it is seen that the spinning performance of blended material 
(mulberry and en) in the ratio of 67:33 is better as compared to spinning of pure 
eri and also the yarn could be of fashionable colour. So the cost of raw material 
could be brought down by this process (eri cocoons used in this blending study were 
of tapioca/rubber led). This way the various silk waste material such as mulberry 
and tasar can be blended with eri in different working ratios for getting fashionable 
yarn with lower raw material cost. 

however, quite a bulk qusoLily of eri cocoons is processed in spun silk mills 
particularly in the Govt. Spun Silk Mills, lihagalpur and Govt. Spun Silk Mill, Jagi 
Road, Assam. By mill spinning techniques very fine counts of yarn are spun in the 
range of 60 S and 210 S whereas hand spinning technique could afford to spin 20 S 
and 40 S economically but cost of manulacture of handspun yarn is lowest and invest-
ment is almost nil. Rand spinning technique for eri cocoons can be advocated in rural 
areas as a cottage based spinning process. 

HANI3tCRAFTS 

As mentioned earlier, silk reeling and weaving in both mulberry and non—mulberry 
are almost practiced by hand i.e. skillness of person is more involved than the 
machine or equipmen. Apart from silk reeling on cottage devices such as charkha, 
cottage basin, takli, pedal operated reeling devices and handlooms in weaving, there 
are some other items which come under handicrafts in silk industry as follows: 

1) Utilisation of waste cocoons: 

Pierced, cut and defective cocoons which are untiL for reeling would be made 
use of preparing garlands. [lowers and also hand spun yarn. This type of work is 
being carried out in places where other handicrafts are in practice specially in 
remand homes. Even filaments from the individual cocoon alter testing are being used 
to make flowers. llowever, this type of handicraft is limited in the country. It could 
be systematically developed so as to titilisc all the waste cocoons effectively and 
also give employment in cottage sector. 
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2) Carpets 

Waste obtained in the process of noil yarn production in spun silk mill is used 

to produce coarse roving which is used as weft along with cotton warp to produce car-

pets with various designs engraved by hand interlation. Normally these carpets are 

made on country type device known as carpet loom placed vertically where ends are 

arranged and the designer goes on interlacing the weft with differeni colours and 

also with some designs. Apart from this small carpets made out of the waste silk, 
carpets with rich designs are made in Kashmir out of spun silk yarn. There is a great 
demand for these silk carpets in European countries. 
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ANNEXURE 1 

INDIAN SILK REELiNG MAChINES (MULBERRY) 

V 

CHARKHA 

Indigenous crude reeling 

apparatus built by wood 

parts (different parts 

like mud platform, Thar-

patti, etc) 

Hand driven 

4 ends reeling 

Cooking and reeling basin 

common 

High temperature (boil-

ing) reeling 

Water is heated up by 

direct fire below the ba-

sin 

Only one oval shaped cop-

per or earthern basin is 

fitted on the oven with 

mud construction, some 

charkhas have chimneys 

to avoid excess smoke to 

the reeler/cooker 

Cooker and reeler same 

Casting of filament by 

hand 

No button only Tharapatti 

which has holes 

Chamboit type of croissure 

(inferior cohesion) 

Bigger 	reels 	(59-(,o 

periphery) 

COTTAGE BASIN 

Indigenous improved reel-

ing apparatus built by 

iron parts (reeling ba-

sin, croissure pulley) 

Hand/power driven 

6-8 ends 

Cooking basin is separate 

from reeling 

Low temperature in reel-

ing basin 

Hot water is supplied to 

the basins through pipes. 

Sometimes steam is pro-

vi de d 

One cooker, two reelers 

Casting of filament by 

hand only 

Button used 

Tavellette type of crois-

sure 

(better cohesion) 

Small reels sometimes di-

rect reeling and the de-

vice is known as domestic 

basin 

MULTIEND BASIN 

Most modern machine in 

India 	(reeling 	basin, 

croissure pulleys, etc) 

Power driven 

8-10 ends 

Cooking basin is separate 

from reeling 

Low temperature in reel-

ing basin 

Steam is used for heating 

water 

(Steam is useful particu-

larly in cooking as there 

is agitation in the basin 

and cooking is effective. 

Penetration of water in-

side the shell takes 

place) 

One cooker, two reelers 

Jettebout. So efficient 

rate of filament casting 

Button used 

Tavellette type of crois-

sure 

(better cohesion) 

Small reels (24-28'-32" 

periphery) 
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contd. ANNEXURE 1 

No re-reeling 

Silk production and yield 

higher (900-1000 g/day/ 

re e I e r) 

Waste is less 

(15 to 207) 

Low renditta (8-10) 

Silk quality is inferior. 

Suffers from poor even-

ness, cleanness, cohesion 

and winding qualities 

Lower price 

Cost 	of 	manufacture 

lowest (about Ps. 15/kg 

of silk) 

Inferior quality of co-

coons may be economically 
reeled. Even certain de-

fective cocoons such as 

urinated ones may be eco-

nomically reeled 

Private owned small units 

from 6-20 

Re-reeling (some cases 

direct reeling on bigger 

reels) domestic basin 

Silk production and yield 

slightly lower than on 

charkha (600-800 g/day) 

Waste is higher 

(25 to 301,) 

High renditta (9-10) 
(with reference to the 

quality of cocoons used 

on charkha) 

Better 

Higher price 

Cost 	of 	manufacture 

higher (about Ps. 20-25/ 

kg silk) 

Not (desirable) with de-
fective cocoons 

Re-reeling with Grant 

reels 

Silk production and yield 

lower (500-700 g/day) 

Waste is higher 

(30 to 407.) 

High renditta (10-12) 

Better 

Higher price 

Cost 	of 	manufacture 

highest (Rs. 50-80/kg) 

Not (desirable) with in-
ferior and defective co-

coons 

Private owned basins 5, 	Government owned 200-400 

10,15,20. Sometimes more 	basins 

AUTOMATIC REELING 

Cocoon feeding automatic, 

Separation of pupa and dropped cocoons automatic, 

Water circulation automatic, 

40 ends model unit, constant denier system, irrespective of number of cocoons. 
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Overall average 

Bivnitine Maltivoltine 

I. Single cocoon ut. 	(9) 1.500 1.419 

 Single 	shell 	at 	(g) 0.335 0.237 

 Shell 	ratio 	(A) 21.12 16.80 

 Average fila.ent 	length 	(.) 1030 579 

S. Average non-breakable fila.ent 	length 	(.) 913 506 

 Denier of the 	filauent 2.30d 2.46d 

 Defective cocoon percentage 5.6 5.6 

 Renditta 	(A) 7.3 10.6 

 Renditta 	(6) 6.9 10.0 

 Reelability 	(A) 	(A) 67 57 

It. Reelability 	(A) 	(8) 70 60 

 Reeling waste 	(A) 14.1 23.2 

 Average denier 23.16d 23.45d 

 Size deviation 1.270 1.430 

 Naxi.um size deviation 2.431 2.511 

 Production!7 hours/40 ends 6.378 3.971 

Table 1. Reeling performance of bivoltine and niultivoltine cocoons 

on an automatic reeling machine 
OR 
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lest characteristics 

Oivoltiee 

raw silk 

(an. of 1 Iota) 

laproved 

wultivoltine 

cross (1 	lot) 

Average evenness (%) 92 89 

Average low 	evenness 	() 83 80 

Average cleanness 	(%) 91 91 

Average lou 	neatness 	() Rh 85 

Average size 	(denier) 21.05d 21.00d 

Average size 	deniation 	(denier) 1.56d 1.50d 

Average aavi.um  size deviation 	(denier) 4.04d 4.51d 

Winding breaks per 25 skeins 21 25 

Average tenacity 	(g/d) 3.6 2.9 

Average elongation 	() 18 19 

Cohesion 	(strokes) 106 103 

Overall grade 8-28 only one let 

except winding net dependable 

Table 2. Raw silk test results reeied on an automatic 

reeling machine 
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Cocoon characters Average 

Sh1l % 18.74 

Fila.ent length 1067e 

Fila.ent denier 2.28d 

Reeling perforuance 

(av. of 2 lots) 
A 

I. 	Renditta 7.4 7.5 

Reeling waste () 14.0 13.0 

Reelability 	() 72 72 

Production/7 hrs. 	(kg) 

(8-40 ends and 8-10 ends each) 
3 963 1.004 

Average size 	(d) 20.42 24,39 

Size deviation 0.960 2.204 

Table 3. Reeling performance of bivoltine cocoons on 

automatic reeling machine with pressurised cooking 

multiend reeling machine with pressurised cooking. 
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Cocoon characters Average 

Shell 20.07 

Fila.ent 	length 894 m 

Filanent denier 2.29d 

Reeling perforuance Autouatic reeling Nultiend reeling 

(an. 	of 4 lots) machine (40 ends) 	machine (10 ends) 

I. 	Renditta 7.4 6.9 

Reeling waste (%) 16.3 18.4 

Reelability 	() 67 73 

Productioo/7 hrs. 	(kg) 3.601 0.694 

Average 	size 	(d) 19.99 21.14 

Size deviation 1.530 2.140 

Table 4. Reeling performance of bivoltine cocoons on an automatic 

reeling machine (with pressurised cocoon cooking system) 

as compared to reeling on multiend reeling machine 

(with three pan system of cooking) 
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Average 
Renditta 	 Reeling waste 	 Reelability 

Shell 	filament 	Average 

Race 	 length 	
denier 	

automatic 	filature 	automatic 	filature 	automatic 	filature 

(.) 	 machine 	machine 	machine 	machine 	machine 	machine 

Blooltine 

(Average of 3 lots) 	
16.88 	834 	2.16 	8.1 	 8.2 	21.6 	19.8 	 66 	 64 

Multivoltine 

(Average of 3 lots) 	
16.02 	579 	2.33 	10.4 	9.9 	32.0 	21,0 	 81 	 64 

Table 5. Comparative reeling performance of bivoltine and multivoltine cocoons 

on an automatic reeling machine and filature reeling machine 

N.) 
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(DABA COCOONS) 

Factors studied lupruved technique old technique 

Average length of raw silk 
6845 2800-3400 

reeled per hr/4 ends (U) 

Average sice of raw silk reeled 62.410 600-720 

Average production of raw silk 
47.3 22.5 

per hr/4 ends (g) 

Average calculated production of 
378 180 

raw silk per 8 hr/4 ends (g) 

Average reelability percentage 
65.6 50 

of raw silk 

Table 6. Comparative reeling data on improved reeling machine 
along with the existing reeling machine 
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3' 	 a 
	

4 

lulberry Cr6 
Slended 

(lulberry C Cr1) 
Spinning particulars 

lOS 	
20 	25 	10 	20 	25 	lO 	20 	

25 

I. Average yarn yield Z 

Average waste 6 

Average actual count 

6. Average production per hr (g) 

5. Average production per hr (.) 

5. Average degumming loss 6 

93.4 	89.0 	88.5 	56.1 	55.7 	53.9 	81.2 	79.1 	74.6 

6.0 	10.7 	10.9 	33.6 	44.0 	45.4 	17.4 	19.7 	23.4 

10.3 	19.9 	25.L 	9.9 	20.0
S 	

25.4 	10.4 	18.0S 
	24.2 

11.2 	6.4 	5.5 	7.5 	5.1 	4.7 	11.4 	7.2 	5.7 

197 	222 	236 	127 	173 	205 	193 	216 	236 

- 	27.3 	- 	- 	9.4 	- 	- 	- 	- 

Table 7. Spinning performance of mulberry, eri and bLended material for various counts 

4 
0 
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Sericologia, 1985, 25(2), p. 209-217. 	14é,ne Congrès Séricicole International / 
14th international, Sericultural. Congress 

ECONOMIC ISSUES IN SERICULTURE - A CASE STUDY OF KARNATAKA 

DEBOUCHES ECONOMIQUES DE LA SERICICULTURE - ETUDE TYPE DANS 
LE KARNATAKA 

H.G. HANIJMAPPA,
* 
 S. ERAPPA

*  

Institute for Social. and Economic Change 
Banga lore 560 072 

India 

Cultivation of mulberry leaf and silkworm rearing in Karnataka dates back to 

the 18th century. From the beginning, Government of Karnataka played an important 

role of a catalyst to keep the sericulture industry going. It established a separate 

department in 1913-1914 to look aLter some of the needs and also the problems of 

sericulturists. I 	Encouraged by the achievements of the sericulture industry in Kar- 

nataka, among other programmes, the State Government undertook an ambitious plan for 

the expansion of the sericulture covering a period of live years (1980-85) through 

a World Bank loan. This plan envisaged introducing sericulture in certain new areas 

of Karnataka, so that It can serve as an important source of employment and income 

generation in rural areas. Government of Karnataka launched this programme in 1980 

in 13 districts. For the traditionally mulberry growing areas, this programme envi-

sages a further improvement in the existing infrastructural facilities along with 

extending the area under improved mulberry and also encouraging rearing of improved 

and hivoltine silkworm, in the non-traditional areas, the plan was to introduce seri-

culture activities on a large scale to bring about economic transformation in these 

areas.In addition to providing necessary infrastructure, the plan envisaged an 

effective extension facilities to poptilarise sericulture activities. We come across 

very few academic studies which can throw light on the process of socio-ec000mic 

change that the society is experiencing due to the expansion of sericulture acti-

vities in the predominantly agricultural countries like India. Some of the studies 

which are available tend to be either too general in their analysis of the situation 

or they are too narrow in their approach to provide necessary insights or clues for 

better understanding of the issues involved in sericulture activities. llowever, there 

are some studies which are exceptions to this. When certain significant programmes 

concerning areas like sericulture are under implementation, it is necessary to con- 

* Project Director and Technical Assistant respectively, Concurrent Evaluation of 
Sericulture Project in Karnataka, Institute for Social and Economic Change, 
Bangalore 72. The authors wish to thank Professor Abdul Aziz for his comments on 
an earlier draft of this paper. However, the views expressed and the inferences 
drawn in this paper are authors' own and they do not represent the views of the 
ISEC or any other agency. 

I Government of Karnataka, Karnataka State Gazietteer, Part V, Suryanath 11 Kamath 
(Chief E(Htor), 1982, Ranqalore, P. 849. 
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duct exercices from time to time on different aspects of these activities so that 

we are able to trace and grasp the process of soclo-economic transformation that is 

taking place at the grass-roots level. 

Keeping this in view, we are attempting here on a modest scale to get an overall 

view of the changes which have taken place at the household level in both tradit ional 

and non-traditional regions of the state in terms of sericulture activities. Further 

this note tries to find out at two points of time whether there is any change in the 

structure of costs and labour needs for the cultivaLion of mulberry leaf and silkworm 

rearing on the one hand and on the other, whether any change has taken place in the 

income earning capacities of the sericulturists. For this exercise, we are princi-

pally depending on the household data generated through periodic sample surveys which 

we have been undertaking at the Institute for Social and Economic Change since 1980. 

These data are supplemented by the information gathered through Intensive field 

visits to some of the non-sample villages also, where sericulture is making inroads 

into the economic life of the rural population, particularly in the new sericulture 

regions of Biapur, Raichur and Culbarga districts. The two points of time selected 

for the present exercise are 1980-81 and 1983-84. 

The total number of sample sericulturists households and the area under mulberry 

are considered for the present exercise at two points of time, however, it is not the 

same. The sample set selected for the year 1980-81 covered 747 sericulturists. When 

frequency of the household survey was switched over from annual to quarterly in 1983-

84, a sub-sample of 224 out of 747 was drawn and surveyed. Thus while 1980-81 results 

presented here refer to those derived from the annual survey conducted in 1981 the 

results presented here for 1983-84 refer to those derived from the two quarterly sur-

veys conducted in July and October 1983. Further it is important to note that though 

the number of samples and area covered differ between the two points of time, the 

results are still comparable as the samples covered belong to the same frame and as 

the average mulberry area under each family has not varied much even though the 

sample size differs (table 1). Also, the agro-rlimatic regions and the total number 

of sample villages have remained the same as between the points of time considered. 

We have divided the study area into five regions, and grouped regions I, II and Ill 

as traditional, and TV and V as non-traditional (for details of the names of dis-

tricts which come under different regions, please see the appendix). Regioowlse cove-

rage of sample households and the area shows that a greater share of the samples lie 

in traditional region than in the non-traditional region. 

Broadly speaking, sericulture activities at the farm-household level comprise 

of two distinct phases. The first phase of the activity concentrates on the cultiva-

tion of mulberry leaf and forms part of the cultivators' overall farm level (outdoor) 

activities. In the second phase, rearing of silkworm is taken up as part of the cul-

tivators overall household level (indoor) activities. 

If we begin looking at the variations in costs of production of mulberry leaf 

by regions, var i ci ies and sources of waLer by and large the trend seems to be that 

in most of the cases under rainfed conditions the total costs as well as the cost 

per kg. of leaf have shown a declining trend (table 2). But under irrigated conditions 

though the total costs are reported to be declining, the cost per kg. of leaf yield 

is increasing (table 3). This seems to be mainly clue to the declining leaf yields 

in gross terms over the two periods. however, when we attempt to work out the costs 

involved in the sericulture activities we should bear in mind that, total costs cal-

culated here include, those incurred on inputs like manure, fertilizer, irrigation 

costs, if any, and labour costs. kinder labour costs, we have included the imputed 

value of family labour utilized for the activities and the paid-out cost for the 

hired labour. Since we have included the imputed value of family labour, we are arri-

ving at higher total costs. As far as how leaf yields are concerned, it is necessary 
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to find out whether this is due to farm level inefficiency of the sericulturists or 

to any other natural factors which might have affected the leaf yields in particular 

during 1983-84. We leave it at this, since at present we do not have details to ex-

plain the reasons for the declining trend in the leaf yields at this moment. 

Another interesting issue which deserves our consideration is the proportions 

of family and hired labour Involved in the culiivation of mulberry leaf. Table 4 

shows that the hired labour seems to play a very crucial role in the farm level acti-

vities of the sericulturists which is an outdoor activity. However, the co-efficient 

of variation worked out for these two regions on the number of mandays (in terms of 

family and hired labour) indicates that over the period the variation has increased 

for the number of mandays of family, labour from 6.44 per cent to 25.83 per cent. 

But this variation has decreased from 15.83 per cent to 2.34 per cent (table 4) for 

the hired mandays. This indicates that there has been a rise in employment opportu-

nities for the hired labour at the farm level (outdoor) activities of the sericul-

turists in both the regions. 

This phase of activity of cultivating mulberry leaf is closely followed by the 

rearing of silkworm which is mostly an indoor activity. Employment generation in this 

phase has a greater implication for the absorption of family labour as it keeps most 

of the family members fully engaged (mainly thnse who might have otherwise remained 

unemployed) through the rearing period. 

With regard to changes in cocoon yields between the two points of time bivoltine 

variety seems to have picked up in the traditional region (table 5). Owing to failure 

of monsoons during the year 1983-84, we do find marginal decline in some regions in 

the yields of improved varieLy. However, there seems to be stability in both tradi-

tional and non-traditional regions in the yields of improved cocoons. 

If we take a look at the labour utilization aspect of silkworm rearing, we find 

that over the period the dependance of family labour is increasing in both tradi-

tional and non-traditional areas (table 6). In the case of hired labour there is a 

marginal increase in the number of mandays required for rearing activity in the tra-

ditional area and there is a reduction in the non-traditional area. This is an inipor-

taft trend as it brings out the fait that the contribution cf the family labour com-

ponent is increasing in the rearing activity which is indoor in nature. It also 

implies that for the family members who were otherwise unemployed get absoihid as 

regular labourers in this activity. 

In terms of net returns, at the outset, table 7 gives us an impression that 

sericulture is not a viable activity. But as we have already noted, a major portion 

of the total costs worked out include imputed family labour value. If we add the 

imputed value of wages of family labour to what we have derived as net returns 

(table 3), we do find that sericulture is a profitable activity. Inspite of adding 

up of imputed values of several items including the notional wages to the family 

labour, the traditional region shows greater stability than the new region. Among 

different varieties, the improved and the bivoltine rearings showed signs of better 

prospects for earning higher returns than the local variety in the traditional 

region. In the non-traditional region the results show a mixed trend. 

Added to these dimensions, our recent field visits to certain villages in Bija-

por and Culbarga districts revealed that in spite of problems of marketing, many 

sericulturists have been successfully producing both improved and bivoltine variety 

cocoons. The transition from traditional crops to new crops like mulberry has been 

taking place in some of these villages at a remarkably rapid rate. We came across 

a cross-section of farmers who have recognised the advantages of pursuing sericulture 

is a profitable economic pursuit. Right from large joint families of dominant caste 
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households having capacity to rear in batches of 500 to 600 dfls at a time, to a 

small holder belonging to scheduled caste express their happiness over the benefit 

derived from shifting to sericulture. In the so called non-traditional region of 

Bijapur, Culbarga and Raichur several packets of successful sericulture have emerged. 

As per our observations the main [actors favouring this success include extension 

work of the sericulture department, the availability of water and labour and above 

all the interest and the enterprising nature of the new sericulturists. While our 

sample surveys have revealed the operational details of the activities, the field 

visits to successful sericulture villages have revealed the great potentialities of 

non-traditional region for expanding these activities. 
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1980-1981 1983-1984 
REGIONS 

No. Area Na. Area 

TRADI 11ONA 

1 35.79 60.04 31.68 54.94 

11 32.44 16.42 32.30 16.21 
III 31.77 23.54 36.02 28.85 

SUB-TOTAL 80.05 83.47 71.88 74.63 

(598) (1037.13) (161) (218.24) 
Average size of mulberry 

holding 1.74 1.36 

NON-TRADITIONAL 

IV 64.43 60.96 68.25 62.84 
V 35.57 39.04 31.75 37.16 

SUB-TOTAL 19.95 16.53 28.12 25.57 

(169) (205.36) (63) (74.89) 
Average size of mulberry 

holding 1.38 1.19 

GRAND TOTAL 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 
(747) (1242.49) (224) (293.23) 

Average mulberry 

area 1.67 1.31 

° 1983-86 figures refer 	to the results of too quarterly surveys cunducted in 
July and October 	1983. 	( Absolute 	figures are 	given 	in the brackets). 
(area 	in 	acres) 

Table 1. Distribution of sample sericulturists and area under 

mulberry by regions in 1980-81 and 1983-84 * 
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RAINIED 

REGIONS 	
Local 	 MS 

	

1980-81 	1983-84 	1980-81 	1983-84 

I 	IC 	 484 	 250 	 734 	 420 

C 	 0.23 	 0.23 	 0.30 	 0.26 

III IC 	 1226 	 510 	 - 	 - 

C 	 0.37 	 0.35 	 - 	 - 

(value in Os.) 

Note IC 	Total Cost per acre (Os) 

C 	Cost per kg (Os) 

Table 2. Cost of mulberry leaf production (per kg) by 

regions, varieties under rainfed conditions. 

108! GATED 

local 	 MS 

1980-81 	1983-84 	1980-81 	1983-64 

TRD1 I TONAt 

I 	IC 	 -- 	 -- 	 760 	 680 

	

C 	 -- 	 -- 	 0.22 	 0.40 

I! 	IC 	 1365 	 964 	 1279 	 885 

	

C 	 0.24 	 0.28 	 0.22 	 0-35 

111 IC 	 1173 	 1038 	 1492 	 974 

	

C 	 0.24 	 0.47 	 0.29 	 0.23 

NON-TRADITIONAL 

IV 	IC 	 -- 	 -- 	 1048 	 872 

	

C 	 -- 	 -- 	 0.22 	 0.38 

V 	IC 	 -- 	 -- 	 872 	 691 

	

C 	 -- 	 -- 	 0.34 	 0.69 

Note 	IC = Total cost per acre (Os) 

C 	Cost per kg (Os.) 

Table 3. Cost of mulberry leaf production (per kg) by regions 
and varieties under Irrigated conditions. 
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1980-81 	 1983-84 
Particulars 

	

Own 	 Hired 	 Own 	 Hired 

Traditional region 	 36.34 	57.15 	20.07 	43.18 

Non-traditional region 	30.09 	44.91 	28.26 	44.62 

lean 	 35.69 	54.71 	22.42 	43.59 

Co-efficient of 

variation () 	 6.44 	15.83 	25.83 	 2.34 

Table 4. Labour (mandays) utilisation in mulberry 

cultivation per acre per crop. 

local 	 Improved 	 Bivoltine 

1980-81 	1983-84 	1980-81 	1983-84 	1980-81 	1983-84 

TRADITIONAL 

19.74 	19.46 	26.33 	23.88 	 -- 	39.55 
II 	 -- 	 26.00 	19.08 	25.56 	 -- 	-- 
Ill 	 -- 	 -- 	 25.12 	24.00 	12.14 	45.00 

NON-TRADITIONAL 

IV 	 -- 	 -- 	 23.92 	21.45 	 -- 	15.86 
-- 	 -- 	 27.16 	29.41 	 -- 	 17.18 

Note : I) Local variety silkworm rearing is not reported in III 	IV and V regions. 

2) Oivoltine silkworm rearing was not reported in most of the regions during 1980-81. 

Table 5. Average cocoon yields per 100 dfls by varieties and regions. 

1980-81 	 1983-84 

	

Own 	 Hired 	 Own 	 Hired 

Traditional region 	23.67 	13.18 	26.67 	14.39 

Non-traditional 

region 	
12.67 	20.70 	18.74 	16.98 

Table 6. 	Labour (mandays) utilisation in silkworm rearing. 
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total Cost 

1980-81 	 1983-84 

Gross returns 

1980-81 	 1983-84 	 1980-81 1903-84 

TRAOIIIONAL 

I 	Local 279.19 473.00 345.00 507.00 68.81 34.00 

Improved 322.21 746.00 747.36 092.00 425.15 146.00 

Bivoltine -- 1281.00 -- 1317.00 -- 132.00 

II 	Local -- 555.00 --. 490.00 -- -65.00 

Improved 399.44 65.00 627.57 729.00 228.13 70.00 

Bivoltine -- 782.00 -- 75.00 -- - 307.00 ** 

III 	Local -- -- -- -- -- -- 
Improved 396.90 742.00 724.35 931.00 327.44 189.00 

Bivoltine 347.48 924.00 432.38 2208.50 84.90 1284.50 

NON- OR ADIT I ON AL 

IV 	Local -- -- -- -- -- -- 
d 	Improved 404.38 560.50 757.02 610.00 352.64 49.50 

Bivoltine -- 563.50 -- 428.00 -- - 135.50 

Local -- -- -- -- -- -- 
Improved 527.61 937.00 815.55 797.50 287.94 -139.50 

Bivoltine -- 831.00 -- 982.00 -- 151.00 

Net 	returns 	presented here have been derived after 	including the 	imputed value of wages of family 	labour. 

- 	Negative 	returns 	are due 	to 	failure 	of crops. 

Table 	7. 	Total cost, 	gross returns and net returns per 100 dfLs by regions and varieties. 

Net returns 
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REGIONS DISTRICTS rAtukAs 

I Rainfed Mysore KollegaI 

Cha.arajanagar 

K R Nagar 

II Seal-irrigated Nandya Malavalli 

Bangalore Ra.anagar 

Doddabal lapur 

III Irrigated Solar Solar 

Siddlaghatta 
Tu.kur Pacagada 

IV Inner Chitradurga Davanagere 
Non-traditional Hassan C R Patna 

Bellary Kudligi 

V Outer Raichur Hanoi 
Non-traditional Gulbarga Jeevargi 

Bijapur Nudhol 

Appendix 

Districts and Talukas by regions of the study area. 
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14th International Sericultural Congress 

BIVOLTINE IN THE TROPICS 

LES RACES BIVOLTINES DANS LES PAYS TROPICAUX 

S.R. VIJAY 

Director of Sericulture, Government of Karnataka, 
and formerly UNIDO consultant on Technology Transfer 

for Small Industries, 
India. 

The best known classitication of silkworm races is in terms of the number of 

generations that a race can live each year. Some among the silkworm races hatch only 
once a year, some others twice in a year and yet others several Limes in a year. 
Those which hatch once a year are known as unlvoltine, those which hatch twice are 
are bivoltine and those which hatch several times are known as polyvoltine races. 
Univoltine and bivoltine races thrive in the temperate zoie and polyvoltine in the 
tropical. Both univoltine and bivoltine silkworm races have a process by which the 

eggs go into dormancy. The eggs of bivoltine races for example hatch in spring and 
become moths early in summer to lay eggs; the eggs again hatch ten days thereafier 
and the second generation of moths emerges early in autumn to lay eggs. Eggs laid 

after autumn rest dormant and go into hibernation through the winter. Eggs of poly-
voltine or multivoltjne races do not rest dormant and hatch regularly after ten days. 
Univoltine and bivoltines races are attuned to the climatic conditions in the tempe-

rate areas and polyvoltine races are attuned to the climatic conditions in the tro-
pics. If bivoltine eggs are reared in the tropics, the eggs go into dormancy and if 
they are not cold-stored the embryo therein dies in natural conditions therefore 

union bivoltine race cannot survive in tile tropics. Polyvoltine races, if reared in 
the temperate zones keep hatching even during winter when there are no mulberry 
leaves. Such races cannot but perish in such conditions. In effect the life/genera-
tion of silkworm cycics ditlers significantly as between the temperate zones and the 
tropics. 

Rivoltinc' silk has an edge over multivoltitle silk. Silk reeled lrommultivoltine 
cocoons is very often of the 'E' Grade quality compared to 'A and 'B' quality 

achieved by silk reeled from bivoltine cocoons. the quality of silk yarn is normally 

measured in terms of I i lament length per cocoon and filament thickness. In terms of 
this criteri;l silk yarn from bivoltine hybrid cocoons records a normal measurement 
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of 1000 to 1200 metres. BivolLine silkyarn is also much thicker than silk reeled from 
multivoltine cocoons. Fabrics made of bivoltine yarn are comparatively popular 
throughout the world. Bivoltine cocoons also have a thicker shell and are amenable 
to being used in sophisticated semi -automaLic reeling machines. Muliivoltine cocoons 
are comparatively less suitable. 

Apart from quality of silk, another important factor prompting a switch over 
from multivoltine to hivoltine is the high productivity of bivoltine hybrids. Studies 
in the late 1970s by C.S.R.T.l. of India pointed out that yields per 100 layings were 
in the region of 20 kgs. for local niultivolLine races whereas, in the case of new 
hybrids of bivoltine, the yields were in the region of 35 kgs. it is also recognized 
that bivoltine races in Japan, China and Korea reach markedly higher yields to 60 
to 70 kgs. per 100 layings as compared to multivoltine. 

Bivoltine sericulture has certain other factors to recommend it. Unlike multi-
voltine silkworm eggs, bivoltine silkworm eggs can be hatched according to programme 
by a combination of cold storage and artificial hatching. Bivoltine silkworm eggs 
can be cold-stored in such a manner that when silkworm eggs, the single most impor- 
tant input for sericulture, are required and even if the immediately preceeding sea- 	 4 

son is very poor in terms of ability of the climatic conditions to support any pro-
gramme for silkworm seed production, yet the eggs can be made available when 
conditions turn favourable. In South India, to take an example, the south-west mon-
soon breaks out rather abruptly close on the heels of a fairly severe summer during 
which time comditions are unlavourable for production of seed cocoons. The sudden 
outbreak of the monsoon and the good sprouting of mulberry leaves lead to a tremen-
dous demand for silkworm seed eggs and in view of the unfavourable conditions pre-
ceeding the monsoon period, silkworm eggs may not be easily made available. On Lite 
contrary, if bivoltine silkworm eggs are prepared during October/November, when silk-
worm seed production is at a fairly satisfactory level due to favourable conditions 
and cold-stored through summer, seed releases can keep step with leaf production 
immediately after the outbreak of the monsoon. 

it is equally important to appreciate that the silkworm is highly susceptible 
to diseases. Synchronized rearing is a pre-requisite for successful cropping. Syn-
chronized rearing facilitates disinfection and prevention of silkworm diseases. It 
also enables collective guidance by extension personnel on the methods of rearing 
and mulberry cultivation. Synchronized rearing, however, presupposes that silkworm 
seed should be released in adequate quantities on the date of hakitate'*. Multivol-
tine silkworm eggs are not amenable to cold storage and the availability of multivol-
tine silkworm eggs cannot possibly be assured at pre-arranged dates. On the contrary, 
bivoltine silkworm eggs can be cold-stored and released as and when required. in 
effect, bivoltine sericulture in combination with cold storages and acid treatment 
technologies is a pre-requisite for synchronized rearing. In fact it is the absence 
of synchronized rearing and absence of gaps between one rearing and another that 
make serictilture particularly hazardous in tropical countries. Disinfection in the 
absence of synchronized rearing proves ineffective. Pathogenic viruses, germs and 
fungi spread from one rearing house to others. And once such a disease gets a start, 
it is difficult to stop it unless there is suspension of rearing and community disin-
fection. 

Japan, China, U.S.S.R., South Korea, India, North Korea, Bulgaria, Brazil, Iran, 
Turkey, Thai land and Taiwan are the principal producers of cocoons in Lhat order. 
Out of these countries, China, the largest producer of silk, produces both the mulL i-
voftine and the bivoltine type. Japan, U.S.S.R., South Korea, North Korea and 
Bulgaria produce bivoltine silk. India, Brazil, lran, Turkey and Thailanuprodtice pri-
marily multivoltine silk. Internal variations are always alike, particularly within 
the larger countries which may spread over both the tropical and temperate zones. 
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Sericulture in Kashmir has always been bivoltine oriented and the other silk growing 
areas in India have been niultivoltine. 

A number of countries in the Tropics are indeed making efforts at switching over 
from multivoltine to bivoltine. The exercise is by no means simple. it implies trans-
planting of a race which by nature is attuned to conditions in the temperate coun-
tries, to conditions obtained in the tropical countries. The process normally implies 
import of races, adaptation of races to tropical conditions and release of bivoltine 
races in the tropical countries for rearing. Several tropical countries have embarked 
on such exercises, the most notable being India which is proposing to do so with 
assistance from the World Bank. it would be useful to review the experience. 

THE SOUTH CHINA EXPERiENCES 

China, being a large country, spreads into both temperate and tropical zones. 
The important sericulture provinces in China are Sichuan, Zhejiang, Ziangsu and 
Guangdong. Guangdong falls under the tropical belt. Upto eight cocoon crops are 
reared between January and October every year. The other areas enjoy temperate cli-
mate and serlculturits in those areas rear bivoltine silkworms between May and 
October during spring, summer and autumn seasons. The Chinese Government has launched 
a major drive to step up silk production over the last two decades. In the process 
they riot only overtook levels of production reached by Japan but also went far ahead. 
Among the measures, the Chinese Government apparently adopted for increasing produc-
tion of cocoons were also schemes for conversion of multivoltine sericulture areas 
in subtropical South China into bivoltine sericulture areas. Reports on the success 
achieved by China on conversion of multivoltine areas into bivoltine areas are not 
very clear. A FAO Mission visited China recently and made a study on sericultural 
practices in that country. The official report of the mission indicates that poly-
voltine races are still in use in Southern China and mainly in the Zhungiang areas. 
The FAD mission has observed that polyvoltine strains continue to persist in these 
areas. The mission of course was not convinced that such strains should continue to 
be encouraged. They were informed that the adaptation of these races to local condi-
tions and the resistance to diseases were the main factors prompting conLinuance of 
polyvoltine strains. It is also indicated in the mission report that polyvoltine 
multi crops were more labour intensive. Therefore the need to absorb manpower in the 
densely populated South China required emphases on polyvoltine races. The mission 
has also indicated that a change over to bivoltine would presuppose a large scale 
readaptation in all processes including silkworm seed production, mulberry planting, 
leal harvesting, silkworm rearing and the absence of efforts in this direction 
"explains the persistence of polyvoltine". 

Dr. S. Krishnaswamy, former Director of the Principal Mulberry Research Station 
in India known as the C.S.P.T.I., was also a member of the mission. In a separate 
report released by him, he has observed that "there was a major elfort in South China 
to replace the tradiLional multivoltine races with more productive bivoltine races". 
He refers to claims that "upto 307 of cocoons production in the traditionally multi-
voltine area of South China had been replaced with bivoltine hybrids", lie proceeds 
to point out that this was possible because of the "advantage of the more favourable 
cold seasons in South China". 

According to Dr. Krishnaswamy, China took to the idea of bivoltine "much later" 
than Indians and almost 307. of the cocoon production in South China had already 
switched over to bivoltine. lie comments that this was made possible "because of the 
political dispensation prevailing in China and the determined effort with which pro-
duction strategies and introduction of new Leihnologies are implemented at the field 
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level'. The story of the bivoltine silkworm experience in South China is by no means 

very clear. 

TAIWAN - EXPERIENCE OF A NEWI,Y—DEVELOPEU COUNTRY IN BIVOLTINE 

Intormation available on the. Taiwanese experience is rather limited but signi[i—

cant. Teremichi Osako has recently concluded his Comparative study of sericulture 

in the temperate countries as compared to sericulture in the tropical countries. 

His book contains significant observations. Taiwan, though a small country, unfolds 

into both temperate and tropical zones. Taiwan silk industry developed remarkably 

after independence. The development was not so much in the temperate region of Taiwan 

where sericulture was previously concentrated but in the tropical regions. As on date 

12 out of 19 such sericultural areas in Taiwan are south of the Tropic of Cancer. 

Apparently, two new bivoltine races, "Taiwan n° 5 and 6" were introduced into 

the tropical south. Though Osako concedes that productivity levels in the tropical 

south are not as high as those in the temperate north, yet the manner in which seri—

culture has split over into the tropical south shows that this newly industrialized 

country has achieved as much in sericulture as it has in the case of rapid industria—

lisation and for which she is held out as a model. 

THAILAND 

Thailand is among the tropical countries which have made an effort at rearing 

of bivoltine races. The Japan JICA (different from the IACEA) extended active assis-

tance. Sericulture in Thailand was in a particularly backward state in 1969. The 

Government launched the International Cooperative Agency, Sericulture Development 

CooperaLion Project of Japan in Thailand. Introduction of bivoltine was among thc 

programmes sought to be implemented. However, the introduction of bivoltine races 

was not proceeded by any exercise at adaptation of races. An adaptation of technique 

was advocated for bivoltine hybrids.Tle Japan International Cooperation Agency noted 

that production of El generation "requires many facilities, much labour and fairly 

complicated techniques. Therefore it is recommendable to use the second generation 

F2 hybrid. This, the Agency felt, is slightly weak when compared with El but never 

weaker than indigenous po1 yvol tines". 

By 1973, the Project Leader Dr. S. Omura published his book "Silkworm rearing 

technics in the Tropics". He points out, "we may say that although there are many 

techniques which we wish to introduce, few can be used here as they are. Because the 

natural environment in Japan in the temperate zone is fairly different from that in 

Thailand in the Tropic zone. Japanese technology cannot be of any help without proper 

adaptation". 

The same Dr. S. Omura was destined to become Chairman of the International 

Agricultural Cooperative Experts Association which took up the responsability of pro-

viding the technical input from Japan for a bivoltine—oriented programme in India. 

After his conc his ion of a study tour of Karnataka and in the context of point irig out 

the difliculties in achieving bivoltine, he has cautioned that Thailand had failed 

in this efforts. However, the Thai experience can be of limited significance because 

sericulture in Thailand was in a rather primitive state it one should judge from the 

fact that farmers themselves were producing silkworm eggs. 
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iNDIA 

The traditional mulberry growing states in India are Karnataka and West Bengal. 

The Mysore Race and the Nistari are the aboriginal races in these two slates. The 

quality of pure Mysore Race is rather poor particularly in terms of silk yields or 

renditta. in the early part of this century in the old Mysore State, the Government 

having learnt of the improvement in the races in China and Japan made efforts to up-

grade the quality of races available and introduced the Chinese bivoltine called 

Ci-ni-chi as lather race for production of hybrid seed. The cross breed held its way 

for decades. 

In the meantime in Japan and China, thanks to continuous and rapid developments 

In the field of genetics, newer and more vigorous and productive races were being 

evolved and propagated. 

it was in the Behrampore Research Station that Dr. Krishnaswamy was able to use 

improved Japanese strains for breeding bivoltine strains suitable to Indian condi-

tions. Dr. Krishnaswaisy later moved to the Central Scricultural Research Station, 

Mysore. CSRTI had carried out extensive results with the bivoltine K.A. breed and 

it was obvious that a number of rearers were able to obtain yields to the extent of 

60 to 65 kgs per 100 dfls. Thereafter, CSRTI evolved and released other races includ-

ing NB-I, NB-18. The new bivoltine races were used to cross with the Mysore pure race 
and this practically rcsulted in a silk revolution in Karnataka State. Sericulturists 

in all districts except Mysore District switched over to the use of eggs produced 

from bivoltine seed as male parent. in the meantime the CSRTI continued its thrust 

towards a total switch over to bivoltine. At this stage, the Government of Karnataka 

made an effort at achieving a change from multi-bivoltine to pure bivoltine. 

At this stage it must be noted that the sLory of bivoltine in India is practi-

cally the story of bivoltine in Karnataka. Indeed Karnataka's efforts at introducing 

bivottine did not start with the Karnataka Sericulture Project. The Fifth Five Year 

Plan aimed at increasing bivoltine silk production by 600 tonnes and provided for 

a variety of programmes to achieve this target. 

Half way through the Fifth Five Year Plan on 11-9-1978, a Review of the Bivol-

tine Programme was undertaken by the State Government and an oflicial role on the 

technical capacity of producing 1700 tonnes of bivoltine silk prepared at that time 

is available. After noting that the Fifth Plan target was of 500 tonnes, it was felt 

that bivoltine production during 1977-78 would be of the order of 100 tonnes. It was 

forecast "this will easily go up to 200 tonnes during 1978-19". The note went on to 
express the hope "once this base has been reached and the improved method of bivol-

tine rearing is propagated, bivoltine hybrid cocoons will increase according to sche-

dule". 

Certain working papers were also prepared asaprelude to finalisation of 

Karnataka Sericulture l'roject by the Ducksoolee Pre-Appraisal Mi!.sion. 

These papers were four ii, number and dealt separately with moriculture, silkworm 

rearing, silk reeling and Finally silk marketing. The second paper, "silkworm rearing 

in Karnataka" considered the implications of the State's shift in emphasis from mul-

tivoltinc to bivoltine. The Mission stressed the need to complete the swithch over 

from Mysore Hybrid to the Bivoltine Hybrid 'as quickly as possible'. The papers did 

SoIJnd a hole of caution in achieving the switch over and particularly the need for 

introducing "a hardy (bivoltine) race with abundant egg producing capacities". The 

paper also stressed the need for a variety of other measures it bivoltine was to suc-
ceed. 

M. 
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The Karnataka Sericulture Prolect which aims at producing 1000 tonnes of bivol-

tine silk has now been under implementation for three years. By  the end of 1982-83, 

the World Bank Mission came to it finding that bivoltine had not progressed to the 

extent anticipated. The Aide-Memoire prepared by the Epworth Review Mission in March 

1983 noted "a conspicuous aspect of the project is its failure, to date, to have any 

impact on increasing bivoltine silk production". They sumn,ed up their impression that 

this was due, in varying degree, to insufficient extension service, lack of suffi-
cient number of robust bivoltine silkworm races and inadequate price incentive. 

It may however be noted that notable success has been achieved in Anekal Taluka 

and with a large number of rearers in the northern part of the State as also in Kolar 

District. 

All these three factors namely, poor quality of races, poor extension work and 

lack of quality seed have contributed in varying degree to the present impasse under 

which bivoltine silk produclion is substantially behind target. 

EXTENSION 

The sericulturists in the State are not fully conversant with the techniques 

of bivoltine rearing. Working paper n° 2 of the Pre-Appraisal Mission of the World 

Bank stresses that "silkworm rearers must be educated on the extremely wide diffe-

rence in nature between bivoltine hybrid and the Mysore hybrid". The paper underlines 

that the strains were subjected to a process of selectivity over long years for 

increasing the renditta and for this reason their resistance to diseases had grown 

weaker. It emphasised the importance of CRCs so that the mortality rate In the early 

life of the silkworm is reduced. It also emphasised the need for "separate living 

quarters provided with adequate ventilation, suitable mulberry storage facilities 

and with adequate hand and foot stabilising equipments". 

A number of remedial steps have been initiated. As many as 500 sericultural 

villages in the state have been identified for intensive extension effort and encou-

raging results have already been recorded. A census is also under way to enumerate 

all rearers who have exclusive rearing houses and all sericuliurists who have been 

enumerated will be a further target of intensive extension effort. All bivoltine 

rearers will also be helped to maintain detailed progress records to enable identifi-

cation of faulty rearing practices and ensure prompt corrective steps. Staff concer-

ned with bivoltine programmes are being put through intensive training programmes 

in the new Training institutions established with World Bank assistance. 

RACES 

On the all-important subject of races the problem is neither unexpected nor new. 

Way back in 1979-80, the Pre-Appraisal Mission emphasised the importance of improving 

the present varieties and the need to "actively collect pure original races from 

countries like Japan, South Korea, China". 

The paper proceeded to emphasise the importance of Ccntral Sericultniral Research 

andTraining institute providing sufliciernt facilities to train breeders. Alter a 

detai led study, the paper concluded "in Karnataka any new races introduced must be 

hardy and possess abundant scope for reproduction". The papers also caut ion,ed that 

breeding results cannot be expected within it short period of time and stressed the 
need of increasing the number of breeders to increase the opportunities for success-
ful results. As on date Karnataka is "making do" with four races released much before 
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the launching of the Karnataka Sericulture Project. The CSRTI has however indicated 

that two new races are ready for extensive trials. 

QUALITY EGG LAYINGS 

Bivoltine production has suffered considerably for reason of the fact that the 
quality of egg layings was not satisfactory. The quality of egg layings themselves 
is determined by the quality of seed cocoon made available to Pt Grainages by the P2 

and P3 Farms. A recent study indicates that not only was the productivity of P2 and 
P3 Farms in the state at a very low level, but also that steps had not been taken 
to ensure the quality of the seeds. Both in China and Japan, the procedure for pre-

paring grand-parent and parent seed cocoons is carefully regulated. Basic seed 
obtained from research institutions are reared with utmost care so that high grade 
disease-free seed cocoons are produced, since the quality of seed cocoons has a 
direct relation with the quality of egg-layings. 

Special mulberry fields are maintained for the purpose of obtaining high qulity 

and infection-free leal for rearing productive seeds. In some of the farms in China 
the harvested leaf are preserved in refrigerated rooms at a temperature between 620  
to 70°F and such leaf is fed through day and night, so that the larvae get fresh 
leaves. In all such farms hygienic requirements are strictly enforced so that the 
worms grow quickly and free of disease. At every step in the course of the rearing 
the weak worms are systematically picked up and rejected. Action is also taken to 

examine the worms microscopically to ensure that the batch is free from diseases. 
A considerable portion of the grand parent eggs arid parent eggs are rejected. Action 
is also taken to assess cocoon quality. If the cocoon harvest does not conform to 
the required standards, the whole batches are rejected. In China only about 50 per 
cent of these batches are selected and further more from cacll selected batch only 
20'/, of the quality batches are selected for egg preparation as far as grand-parents 
are concerned. As far as the rearing of the parent egg is concerned, 30% of the bat-
ches are rejected and cocoons in the selected batches are rejected to the extent of 
I 57.. 

The Seed Organization in Karnataka receives P4 bivoltine layings from the 
Central Sericultural Researcll & Training Institute. P3 Farms are located at six 
places. The seed cocoons from P3 Farms are distributed to 16 P2 Farms. Unlike the 
practices iil vogue in China and Japan, the production of these farms is limited and 
there was little scope for selection of worms and cocoons to be utilized for seed 

purposes. As a result necessarily the quality of layings made by the Pt Grainages 
was poor. 

The bivoltine programme in Karnataka State has suffered for want of quality 
layings both supplied by the P1 Grainages and particularly Grainages producing Fl 
layings and farmers confidence is therefore limited. The programme has also suffered 
from lack of equipment which is an integral part of the new bivoltine husbandry tech-
niques. What is clear from the above is that the achievement on the bivoltine calls 

for a number of inputs. At leasl from the Karnataka experience it may be said that 
these inputs were not forthcomiilg in full. Notwithstanding past expericilce it is 
obvious that steps will have to coirtinue in the direction 01 ensuring a better irial 
for,  bivoltine. 

tin rn:l taka is the only state iii I rid a that has gone ill for production of b i vol - 
i ire silk in a big way. .lammu and Kashmi r is prr.duc i rig a limited quantity of 7.7 

torines of silk per year, West licilgal , 10 toniics ol silk per year, Tanril Nadu aild 
Andlira Pradesh are using the limited quantity of Llie i r production ent ire I y for prepa- 
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ration of seed. In effect, success or failure of bivoltine in the country depends 
upon the progress achieved in the state. Both Andlira Pradesh and Tamil Nadu, the 
other two important mulberry-growing states in the country, have prepared ambitious 
programmes for bivoltine and have sought World Bank assistance. 

CONCLIJS ION 

Bivoltine silkworm rearing is Limited to the temperate countries, whether it 
is in Thailand or in India, the effort has been to push sericulture technology to 
the level of technology obtained in Japan. Japan is reputedly one of the most advan-
ced country in the world if not the most advanced country. In most other fields, 
there is an effort at obtaining collaborations from advanced countries like Japan 
for upgrading technologies. Even in those areas the success achieved is rather limi-
ted. But in .sericulture the effort is being made not only to reach that level but 
also to reach that level in spite of inherent handicaps. 

The first obvious handicap is that relating to climatic conditions. The bivol-
tine silkworm is by nature more at home in the temperate rones than in the tropics. 
No doubt elforts have been made to evolve bivoltine silkworms races which can with-
stand the heat of the tropics. While bivoltine silkworm rearing has undoubtedly suc-
ceeded in laboratory conditions as also in the rearing houses of progressive sericul-
turists, the same cannot be said of such rearing in a universal sense. More disease 
resistant sturdy races are badly required. 

Another basic difference is in regard to the hygienic conditions obtained in 
tropical countries as compared to conditions In the temperate countries. In countries 
like India, silkworm rearing is done in residential houses and hutments. Very often 
silkworm rearing is done in juxtaposition with cattle rearing and joint family Living 
with numerous children running around. Ilardly 207, of the rearers have exclusive rear-
ing houses for themselves. Though sanitary and hygienic conditions in the villages 
have improved, yet there is no doubt that such conditions have not reached the levels 
obtained in Japan. 

It is also wellknown that synchronised rearing is a pre-requisite for success 
in bivoltine. however, there are certain basic differences in the value systems iii 
Japan and a country like India which makes it difficult to introduce synchronised 
rearing. To cite an example, if per chance a farmer has ready availability of leaves 
at a particular juncture and all others in the village do not have leaves, the farmer 
can easily be persuaded to refrain from hakitat& in Japan. The story in a country 
like India with castes and other divisive forces dividing the village may not be 
quite similar. 

Sri S.K. Charsley, a social anihropologist has pointed out certain social fac-
tors obstructing sericultural development in regions like Karnataka. lie has recently 
authored a treatise purporting to be an analysis of the sociological response of 
sericulturists in Karnataka to efforts of the State Government to introduce changes 
in sericulture. lie has pointed out that deep-seated sociological lorces could prove 
insurmountable obstacles in achieving the objectives and that such sociological [ac-
tors could even permeate the thinking and work of functionaries in the departmenl 
who themselves are in funct ion as agents of change. 

What is the future for bivoltine in the tropics? 	It is obvious that in the 
years to come there cannot be anything like universal suess. It is not as if whole 
multivoltine areas can be transformed into bivoltine areas. Not all areas in tIne tro-
pics are suitable for rearing bivoltine nor can best results be obtained during 
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seasons. 

The approach will have to be selective. Tropical areas more suitable to bivol—

tine will have to be identified with due regard to seasons and the thrust will have 

to be in the direction of achieving a change in respect of such areas and In other 

areas perhaps only during selected seasons. 

A farmer to farmer approach may also be necessary. Farmers with exclusive rear-

ing houses and resources for rearing bivoltine could be persuaded in the first ins-

tance. in other words any programme at bringing about a transformation will have to 

be highly selective. Similar strategies depending on local conditions will also have 
to be evolved. 

To sum up therefore we seem to have the example of one tropical country where 

efforts to introdure bivultine have failed, viz. Taiwan, where it has apparently suc-

ceeded. Information on bivoltine in South China is not conclusive. The Indian expe-

rience shows that bivoltine has succeeded in pockets and that physical inputs have 

not yet been made available to the extent necessary, particularly in terms of sturdy 

races quality egg layings and cold storages. It is also true that introduction of 

bivoltine in tropical areas is faced with a number of peculiar problems. Bivoltine 

races are more at home in the temperate regions for more reasons than one. But not-

withstanding all these handicaps there is no doubt that the effort is well worth the 

time, energy and investment. In the indian scene itself bivoltine has succeeded in 

one pocket namely the Anekal area where it has almost established. The Anekal expe-

rience seems to show that success does indeed follow intensive effort, in Anekal, 

the Government of Karnataka was prepared to make the effort required because the 

bivoltine cocoon produced in Anekal was required for seed purposes and when it comes 

to satisfy the demand for seed no stone is left unturned to make it a success. It 

is pertinent to note that success has been achieved In the other areas also; the con-

clusion is unescapabie that bivoltine is bound to succeed provided the effort is 
made. 

Success no doubt may not be easy to come by. Success even in adaptation of tech-

nologies for industrial department has very Often proved elusive. In this particular 

case the adaptation of technology is beset with inherent complications. Notwithstan-

ding all this, bivoltine is so outstandingly advantageous for tropical countries that 

programmes for extension of bivoltine areas with suitable strategies are a must. 

hak i take" is the Japanese word I or "brushi ng". (Editor's note) 
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ECONOMIC ISSUES IN SERICULTURE 

A CASE STUDY OF KARNATAKA 

H.G. HANUMAPPA, S. ERAPPA 

institute for Social and Economic Change 
Banga lore 560 072 

India 

SAMPLE AND COVERAGE 

I. The average mulberry area per family has not varied much between 1980-81 and 
1983-84 (Table I) (1.67 acres in 1980-81 	1.31 in 1983-84). 

2. Proportion of sample households in traditional region was more than (80.10 
per cent) in non-traditional region (19.90 per cent) in 1980-81, which continued to 
be so in 1983-84 with 71.88 per cent in the traditional region 	and 28.12 per cent 
in the non-traditional region (Table 1). 

VARIATIONS IN INPUT COSTS OF PRODUCTION OF LEAF AND DEMAND FOR LASOUR 

Total costs on this account have been calculated by adding up both imputed costs 
as well as paid-out costs on the following items 

Farm yard manure costs 

a) owned compost (imputed cost) 

h) purchased manure (paid-out cost) 

Fertilizers 

Paid-out costs 

IrrigatIon and other inputs 

(Imputed as well as pai(l-out costs) 

Sub-total of 1+2+3 items 
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5. Labour costs-sexwiae-mandays 

Family labour (imputed costs) 

Hired labour (paid-out costs) 

6. Cost incurred on the use of bullocks for cultivation 

own buttocks (imputed costs) 

hired buttocks for plough, transportation, etc. (paid-out costs) 

7. Gross cost - Grand total of all items in terms of 

imputed costs 

paid-out costs 

8. Gross cost with the Imputed value of family labour (including own bullock 

days) 

9. Gross cost with only paid-out value 

10. Variations in the demand for labour 

For farm level activity there has been an increase in demand for the hired 

labour between two points of time as shown by the co-efficient of variation 

resul ts. 

III. REARING 

I. During the first two quarters, some regions did well in the field of bivol-

tine rearing (particularly Region I & Ill) but by and large it is not picking up as 

expected originally. 

The average yields with regard to the improved variety (GB) layings show not 

only improvement but also stability in both the regions. 

Regarding employment generation due to silkworm rearing activity, we (-an say 

that the demand for hired labour (mandays) is increasing at a marginal rate in the 

traditional area for the same period, we find a conspicuous reduction in the demand 

for hired labour for this activity in the non-traditional area. This indicates the 

slow adaptation of sericutturists in the non-traditional area to the fact that 

rearing activity demands a greater participation of family labour, since it requires 

careful personal attention. This is a welcome trend which helps the serlculture acti-

vity to grow and stahilise. It also implies for the family members who were otherwise 

unemployed to get absorbed as regular labourers engaged in this activity. 

IV. RETURNS 

1. With imputed values added to the total cost, sericulture activity creates 

an impression that it is not viable. But a carefuil look at the costs and relurns 

structure does indicate that the activity provides greater employment opportunities 

for both family and hired labourers and also supplements considerably to the total 

income of the family. In this respect, traditional region shows greater stability 

than the non-traditional region. 
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2. The non-traditional region is undergoing a transition from traditonal crops 

to new crops like mulberry. In some of the villages the transition is taking place 

at a rapid rate. At the moment, in the new region, certain pockets of successful 

sericulture have emerged and in other parts the progress has been very slow due to 

several natural and other adverse factors. inspite of difficult conditions prevailing 

in the new area Karnataka Government's Sericulture Department has been attempting 

to act as a crucial catalyst to bring about the expected transformation in the non 

traditional region, particularly with the help of KSP programmes. 

No. 	of Serkulturists Area under mulberry 

Regions 111 IV Ill IV 

Raisfed Irrigated Rainfed Irrigated 

69 49 99.05 10.90 119.10 14.11 

11 49 48 1.40 32.78 1.38 34.08 

III 56 55 2.25 61.10 7.00 50.05 

IV 38 31 - 39.15 - 31.57 

V 16 16 - 22.65 - 21.40 

707Al. 208 199 101.70 166.58 127.48 151.21 

Table 1. Number of sericulturists and area under mulberry 

in III and IV quarter survey (1983-84) by regions. 
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AVERAGE YIELD PER 100 DFLS 

III IV 

Local Ipproved Bivoltine Local Improved Bivoltine 

10.00 24.6 6.50 13.65 21.55 12.12 

II 16.25 10.96 3.95 16.00 18.66 14.29 

III - 24.69 20.79 - 24.54 3.50 

IV - 19.67 - - 30.49 - 

V - 32.94 - - 27.55 1.33 

TOTAL 10.68 22.62 24.00 13.98 24.03 11.27 

Table 2. Average yield per 100 OtIs in III and IV quarter survey (1983-84) 

by regions 
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b 

Net returns with fauily 
Grass Cost with Family labour (Is) 	Leaf yield per acre (kgs) 	labour (imputed values) 

per 100 Dfls (Is) 

Rainfed 	 Irrigated 	 Rainfed 	 Irrigated 

Local 	145 	Local 	145 	Local 	MS 	Local 	145 	Local 	C8 	Bin. 

Region5 

TRADITIONAL 

II 

III 

NON 
TRADITIONAL 

Iv 

125 	39 - 159 661 988 - 1132 150 337 725 

- 	- 397 490 - - 1370 1700 41 -60 - 
157 	-- 472 470 583 - 1201 2471 - 93 996 

- 	364 352 672 - 533 1066 1763 - 194 312 

- 	- - 602 - - - 977 - -68 - 

TabLe 3. Regionwise gross cost with family labour (imputed value) for both irrigated and rainfed 

mulberry garden, yieLd rates and net returns (Rn). 



DONNEES ECONOMIQUES SERICICOLES 

ETUDE DU CAS DU KARNATAKA 

H.C. 1IANUMAPPA, S. ERAPPA 

Institute for Social and Economic Change 
Bangalore .580 072 

Indva 

I. DENOMBREMENT El ETENDUE 

La surface moyenne de mriers cultivés par famille n'a pas beaucoup vane 

entre 1980-81 et 1983-84 (Tableau 1) (1,67 acres en 1980-81, 1,31 en 1983-84). 

En 1980-81, Ia proportion de mCnages dCnombrés était plus élevée dana Is re-

gion traditionnelle d'élevage (80,10 7.) que dans Ia region non-traditionnelle 

(19, 90 7.) 	Ia mCmi' tcndance se retrouve en 1983-84 avec 71,88 'I. en region tradi- 

tionnelle délevage et 28,12 7. en region non-traditionnelle (Tableau 1). 

11. VARiATIONS DU COUT DE PRODUCTION DES FEUILL.ES  El DE L.A DEMANDE DE MAIN D'OEUVRE 

Le coCut total est calculé en ajoutant lea coats imputes et les dépenses (coOts 

payés) sur los postes suivants 

1. CoQts dengrais naturet 

compost provenant do Ia ferme (coit impute) 
compost achete (dCpense) 

2. Engrais 

Dépenses effectuCes 

3. Irrigation et autres frais 

(DCpenses effectuées et coits imputes) 

4. Sous-total des posies 1+2+3 
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5. CoOts de main d'oeuvre 

main d'oeuvre familiale (coats impuLs) 

main d'oeuvre emp1oye (dpenses effectues) 

6. Coats occasionns par l'utilisation de boeufs pour Ia culture 

boeufs appartenant au fermier (coits imputes) 

boeufs loues pour les labours, le transport, etc. (depenses effectues) 

7. Prix de Revient = Total de tous ces postes en 

coIts imputes 

depenses eifectuees 

B. Prix de Revient avec Ia valeur imputée de Ia main d'oeuvre familiale (y corn-

pris les jours d'utilisation des boeufs appartenant aux [ermiers) 

	

6 	 9. Prix de Revient brut (depenses ef[ectuees uniquement) 

10. Variations de La demande en main d'oeuvre 

Au niveau de l'activitC des fermes, une augmentation de Ia demande en main 

d'oeuvre eat apparue pendant La période étudiée comme Le montrent les coeffi-

cients de variation. 

III ELEVAGE 

I. Au coors des deux premiers trimestres, certaines regions ont eu de bons 

résultats pour l'élevage des races bivoltines (en particulier, les regIons 1 et Ill) 

rnais dans I'ensemble, les résultats obtenus ne sont pas aossl bons quon le prévoyait 

au depart. 

On enregistre pour les variétés améliorCcs ((;B) une augmentation et une sta-

bilité de Ia productivité rnoyenne dans [Cs deux regions. 

En ce qui concerne La creation demplois due A lactivité sCricicole, nous 

pouvons dire que Ia main d'oeuvre rétribuCe (journaliers) augmente de manière faible 

dans Is region traditionnellernent sCricicole, et pour La meme pCriode La demande en 

main d'oeuvre décroit considérablement dans Ta region non-traditionnellement sérici-

cole. Ceci montre La lente adaptation des sCriciculteurs de cette region au fait que 

LClevage des vera 	soie deinande on effort accru de Ta part de Ia main d'oeuvre 

familiale car it nécessite beaucoup de soin et d'attention. C'est une tendance heu-

reuse qui aide La sériciculture A crottre et i se stabiliser. Gels iniplique aussi 

que les membres de Ia famille - qui seraieni sans ceLa sans emploi - solent intCgrés 

comme travai[leurs 	temps complet dans ce secteur. 

	

a 	
IV. RENTABLL.TTE 

1. Lorsqu'on ajoute lea coCts imputes au total des dépenses, on crée [impres-

sion que Ia sCriciculture n'est pan une entreprise viable. Flais si I'on regarde de 

plus pres, on s'aperçoit que cette activité apporte de plus grandes possibilités 

d'ernploi 	Ia familLe et 	Ia main d'oeuvre exterleure, ainsi quo d'importants sup- 

plements au revenu global do La tamillo. A cci Cgard, La region traditionnelle eat 

bien plus stabic que Ia region non-traditionnelle. 
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2. La region non-traditionnelle est en pleine transition entre les cultures tra-

ditionnellos et les cultures nouvel les comme le mQrier. Dans certains villages, Is 

transition s'effectue rapidement. A present, Ia sériciculture sest implantée dans 

certains endroits avec succes, tandis que dans dautres endroits les progres soot 

très lefts en raison de facteurs défavorables, naturels ou non. Malgré les conditions 

difficiles existant dans Ia nouvelle region séricicole, le Minlstre de Ia Send-

culture du Gouvernement du Karnataka s'efforce de jouer le r1e de catalyseur pour 

mettre en oeuvre Ia transformation dans Ia region non-traditionnelle, en particulier 
grace aux programmes KSP. 

Nbre de siriciculteurs Surface de culture du mIner 

Regions 111 IV III IV 

non-irnigud 	irriguC non-irrigul irrigui 

I 49 49 98.05 10.90 119.10 14.11 

II 49 48 1.40 32.78 1.38 34.08 

III 56 55 2.25 61.10 7.00 50.05 

IV 38 31 - 39.15 - 31.57 

16 16 - 22.65 - 21.40 

TOTAL 208 199 101.70 166.58 127.48 151.21 

Tableau 1. Nombre de sériciculicurs et surface de culture du mirier 

aux Tile et IVe trimestres de 1'enqute (1983-84) suivant les regions. 

0 
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A 

PRODUCIIVITE MOVEWNE POUR 100 PONIES SAINES 

Regions III IV 

locale aaé1iore bivoltine locale a.Alore bivolt'ine 

10.00 24.6 6.50 13.65 21.55 12.12 

II 16.25 10.96 3.95 16.00 18.68 14.29 

III - 24.69 20.79 - 24.54 3.50 

IV - 19.61 - - 30,49 - 
V - 32.94 - - 27.55 7.33 

TOTAL 10.68 22.62 24.00 13.98 24.03 11.21 

Tableau 2. Productivitg moyerine pour 100 pontes salnes aux Tile et We trimestres 

do 1enqute (1983-84) suivant les regions. 
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NJ 

C 

Prie de revient brut, 	 RCnCFice net pour 100 pontes, 

main doeuvre Familiale incluse 	Rendement en Feuilles par acre (kgo) 	main d'oeuvre Familiale 

(Ru) 	 incluse (Rn) 

Regions 

non-irrigué 

locale 	115 

irriguC 

locale 	115 

non-irriguC 

locale 	45 

irriguC 

locale 	445 	locale CS bivolt. 

TRAOITIONNELLES 

I 	 125 	39 - 	159 661 	988 - 	9132 	150 337 725 

II 	 - 	 - 397 	490 - 	- 1370 	1700 	41 -50 - 

III 	 157 	- 472 	470 583 	- 1201 	2471 	- 93 996 

606-199011 IONNELLES 

IV 	 - 	364 352 	672 - 	533 1066 	1743 	- 194 312 

V 	 - 	 - - 	602 - 	- - 	977 	- -58 - 

Tableau 3. Prix de revient brut incluant le cocit de Ia main d'oeuvre familiaLe (vaLeur imputée) 

en rnoriculture irriguée ec non—irriguée, productivité et bénéfices nets (Rs), suivant Lea regions. 



14eme Congrés Séricicole International, / 
14th International Sericultural Congress 

LA PRODUCTION SERICICOLE EN ITALIE 

G. REALI 

Itvtuto Sperimentale per la Zoologia Agraria 
Via dei Gaul, 28 

Padova 
Ital,ie 

En 1983, Ia production séricicole italienne a légrenient diminué par rapport 

i lannée précédente : environ 80 000 kgs de cocons ont été produits, 	partir de 
3 500 bottes de graines, par 320 éleveurs. 

Le prix de vente des cocons était de 10 000 Lires italiennes par kg, prix qui 

comprend les subventions de La C.E.E. et des administrations régionales italiennes. 

Pour 1ann6e en cours, lee élevages présentent quelques difficultés dues su mau- 
vais temps qui en a retardé le démarrage de dix 	quinze jours. 

Environ 3 500 bottes de graines polyhybrides importées du Japon ont été mises 
en incubation ; on prévoit également de répéter quelques ékevages 	lautomne, avec 
de Ia graine produite en Italie et traitée 	l'acide. 

Le prix de vente des cocons sets le méme qu'en 1983 ou Iégrement plus éievé. 

Des initiatives ont été prices et des efforts sont faits pour augmenter Ia pro- 
duction séricicole, ou en tout cas 	en arréter is déclin. Ceci est favorisé par le 
bouturage do mrier so lieu do greffage, ce qui accrott sa multiplication avec une 
économie considerable des coats et do tenips de travail. 

11 est également envisage de reprendre Ia production de graines aNn de répondre 
S Is demande intCrieure mais aussi, pour La plus grande partie, pour lexportation, 

en particulier vers lee pays méditcrranéens qui s'adressaient jadis S La production 
it a Ii cone. 
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SER1CJLTURE IN ITALY 

C. REALI 

let ituto Sperirnentale per la Zoologia Agraria 
Via dei Col,ii, 28 

Padova 
Italy 

The sericultural production in Italy slightly decreased in 1983 as compared to 

the previous year: about 80 000 kgs of cocoons were produced by 320 sericulturists 

from 3 500 seed boxes. 

The cocoon sale price amounted to 10 000 Italian Lires, including grants from 

the European Economic Community and regional governments. 

This year, the rearings are facing some problems such as delays of 10-15 days 

due to the bad weather. 

Almost 3 500 boxes of polyhybrid eggs imported from Japan have been incubated 

for hatching. A few more rearings are expected to be carried out in autumn, using 

acid-treated eggs produced in Italy. 

For the current year, the cocoon sale price will be the same as in 1983 or 

slightly higher. 

Initiatives have been taken and efforts are being made in order to increase the 

sericultural production or at least to stop its decline. This is enhanced by the new 

method of mulberry propagation by cutting instead of grafting. This method leads to 

considerable savings in costs as well as in labour. 

Furthermore, it is under consideration to boost up the egg production in order 

to meet the domestic demand but also to export, especially to the mediterranean coun-

tries which formerly used to be customers of Italy. 
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14ême Congrks Sdricicole International / 
14th International Sericultural Congress 

STATEMENT 

by 

Dr. M.C. AC.ARWAL 

Economic and Social Commission for Asia 
and the Pacific (ESCAP) 
United Nations Building 

Rajadamnern avenue 
Bangkok 10200 

Thai land 

Mr. Chairman, Excellencies, Dr. H. Bouvier, Ladies and Gentlemen, 

It is a great pleasure to me to extend on behalf of the. United Nations Economic 

and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific (ESCAP) and my own behalf our best 

wishes for the success of the fourteenth International Sericultural Congress. We 

appreciate the invitation to participate in the Congress. The theme topic of this 

Congress, i.e., "Sericulture in tropical countries" has great relevance to the work 

of ESCAP in Lhe Asia and Pacific region where several governments as well as non-

governmental organizations have taken important steps individually and collectively 

for the development of production, processing and marketing of silk. 

As a regional commission of the United Nations, ESCAP in collaboration with 

other United Nations agencies and interested organizations has the responsability 

to serve as a centre for economic and social development in the region. In reviewing 

their role in the strategy for the third United Nations development decade, the 

regional commissions attach great importance to the eradication of poverty and 

hunger. The multi-sectoral development programme of technical assistance implemented 

by the ESCAP secretariat is based on the needs and aspirations of 43 affiliated coun-

tries and territories. Over the years. ESCAP has developed an exemplary tradition 

of co-operation between the developed and developing countries. Equally important 

has been the Commission's Commitment to the achievement of economic and social de-

velopment goals of the member and associate member governments. 

Since economic and social development is a multi-dimensional and long-term pro-

cess, ESCAP's operations have been diversified, in close consultation with member 

governments, so as to better respond to their needs. Thus, its assistance programmes 

and projects embrace many fields that add up to development. These cover the physical 

inirastructure related sectors such as shipping, transport, communications and water 

and energy resources together with agriculture, international trade, industry, human 

settlements, statistics and development planning, as well as activities focusing on 

important social problems and issues, among them excessive population growth, women's 

disadvantages and widespread youth unempioymcTu. The role is of particular signi- 
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significance to member countries in the absence of any other region-wide assembly 

of governments, in the Asia and Pacific region, to provide assistance and facilitate 

their co-operation in the general economic and social development fields. 

Mr. Chairman, for information of the International Sericultural Congress, I will 

now touch upon ESCtiP's work in the development of silk in Asia and the Pacific 

region. To permit a co-ordinated and comprehensive approach, sericulture and silk 

are included in the work programme of three Divisions, i.e., Agriculture; industry; 

human Settlements and Technology and International Trade. Each division on the 

recommendation of its respective legislative body and the Commission plans and im-

plements activities related to its respective area of competence. The ministerial 

meeting on co-operation in Trade for Asia and the Pacific decided in 1978 that feasi-

bility studies establishing regional co-operative arrangements for selected raw ma-

terials and commodities, including silk be undertaken by the secretariat. The secre-

tariat after conducting a feasibility study on regional co-operation in silk and in 

consultation with the major silk producing countries has helped in the establishment 

of the inter-governmental Regional Consultative Group on Silk in 1982 comprising re-

presentatives of China, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand. 

As defined in the constitution adopted by the Group Silk, producing countries include 

countries engaged in any of the operations required for production of silk, i.e., 

cultivation of the host plant of silkworms and cocoons, reeling, weaving and proces-

sing of silk fabric. 

The objective of the Group is "generally to promote the production, processing 

and marketing of silk" through co-operation between members in order to improve the 

quality of the products of the silk industry. The regional co-operative programme 

finalized by the Group emphasizes the production, processing, marketing, research 

and development, collection of statistics, and exchange and dissemination of infor-

mation. To improve quality and yield of raw silk per cocoon, areas selected for co- 

operative action are 	(i) development of appropriate technology in sericulture to 

suit the need of individtial countries, (ii) development of post-cocoon technology 

and (iii) training of man-power for development of appropriate technology for seri-

culture as well as the post cocoon stages of production. In the area of marketing, 

efforts are being made for generic promotion of silk through a global campaign for 

promoting sale. With a view to increasing the consumption of silk in local markets, 

action has been taken to improve the characteristics and quality of products, e.g., 

wrinkle proofing and to promote the use of national traditional silk products. On 

the basis of experience already gained in individual countries, the Group would 

evolve uniform standards and procedures for collection and compilation of data within 

the ESCAP region for the purpose of production and market planning by the countries 

concerned. 

ladies and gentlemen, a number of promotional activities have been completed 

and some are in the pipeline for the development of sericulture in Asia and the Pa-

cific region. A large area of the developing countries in the region falls within 

the tropical zone. Therefore, most of ESCAP's efforts are in line with the theme of 

theis conference, i.e., "Sericulture in tropical countries", some of ESCAPs acti-

vities in this field are a Regional Study of the integrated Silk Processing industry 

(1979) to examine the technical and economic aspects of the industry, Study on Fea-

sibility of Regional co-operative Arrangements in Silk (1981), Seminar on the inte-

grated Silk Processing industry hosted by the Government of China (1982), outlook 

for and framework of a Regional Co-operative Programme for Silk in the ESCAP Region 

(1982) and Training in Sericulture towards improving socio-economic conditions of 

women (1982) organized jointly with the Asian Institute for Rural Development, at 

Bangalore, and an Expert Group meeting on Research and Development of Silk (1982). 

At the recommendation of the Regional Consultative Group on Silk made at its second 

session held at ESCAP headquarters in December 1983, preparations to organize an 
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Asian Silk Fair in August 1984 at Hong Kong have been completed. The Secretariat has 

published 'Asian women in tropical sericulture". It contains the latest available 

information on improved techniques in tropical sericulture and other important 

aspects of the silk industry, stressing its potential for improving the incomes and 

general living conditions of rural women. 

A format has been circulated by the secretariat to member countries for cata-

loguing and exchange of genetic materials relating to mulberry varieties and silkworm 

races. A request has also been sent to the Governments to prepare a technical paper 

on the progress, programme and problems of silkworm breeding to appraise Lhe need 

for the development of a regional silkworm breeding programme. Also, in order to con-

sider the possibility of organizing a tour in China to study drying technology, in-

formation on cocoon drying is being collected from member countries. Although seri-

culture has yet to receive much attention in the national development plans of most 

of the region's tropical developing countries, the fine raw silk produced in the tem-

perate climates of China, Japan and the Republic of Korea has been known around the 

world since the last century. Until recent ly, Asia's tropical zone was generally 

thought to be unsuitable for producing the kind of high-grade silk acceptable in the 

international market place. Between 1970 and 1982, as a result of the research and 

technology developed by the scientists in the Asian countries, especially in India, 

tropical sericulture has emerged as usually more profitable than that of the tempe-

rate zone and the Asian Silk industry has been gaining ground. Production of silk 

(raw and waste) increased at the compound rate of 1.8 per cent per year during the 

period 1973-1982 in the ESCAP region. It was 56 thousand metric tons in 1982 and the 

preliminary estimates show that it increased in 1983 to 62 metric tons or by 10.7 

per cent. ESCAP region contributed 88 per cent to world production of silk in 1973 

and about 87 per cent in 1983. Asia contributed 79 per cent to world export of silk 

during 1982 while it accounted for 57 per cent of world import. These statistics 

reveal the Importance of the region as the major producer and trader of silk in the 
world. 

The Regional Silk Group will welcome collaboration with the International Seri-

cultural Commission in planning and implementing specific development projects which 

could benefit the sericulture and silk trade at the global as well as the regional 

level. Sericulture has the potential to generate supplementary income in rural Asia 

and the Pacific. The International Sericultural Congress may consider such areas 

where co-operative projects could be organized by the International Sericultural Com-

mission and the Regional Consultative Group on Silk which fuoct ions under the aegis 

of ESCAP. In our opinion Mr. Chairman, the potential areas could be the development 

of appropriate technology in tropical sericulture through improvement in location 

specific mulberry varieties and silkworm races including effective pest and disease 

control of mulberry plant and silkworms, cocoon drying technolgoy and training in 

sericulture. The International Sericultural Commission is invited to participate in 

the implementation of the regional co-operative activities identified by the Group. 

In this connection, I would request that the Technology and Research Committee of the 
Congress may discuss our proposal for T.S.C.  and ESCAP collaboration. 

On behalf of ESCAP, I offer my heartiest appreciation and thanks to the Govern-

ment of India, especially the Central Silk Board and the people and Government of 
Karnataka for being excellent hosts. 

We wish the fourteenth International Sericultural Congress every success in its 

deliberations to promote development of tropical sericulture. 
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DECLARATI ON 

de 

Dr. K.C. AGARWAL 

Econonric and Social Commission for Asia 
and the Pacific (E'ScAP) 
United Nations Building 

Ra,iadamnern avenue 
Bangkok 10200 

Thai land 

Madame le Président, Excellences, Dr. U. Bouvier, Mesctames et Messieurs, 

Au nom de Is Commission Economique et Sociale des Nations linies pour l'Asie et 
Ic Pacifique (ESCAP) et en mon nom propre, j'ai le trs grand plaisir de vous expri-
mer mes meilleurs voeux pour Ic succ's du 14ème Congrès Sricicole International.Nous 
apprecions I 'invitation gui nous a été faite de part iciper i cc Ciingrès. Le thme 

de cc Congris. "Sericiculture dans les pays tropicaux" coincide parfaitement avec 
les activités de I'ESCAP en Asie et dans Ic Pacifique oi plusicurs gouvernements et 
organisations non-gouvernementales out pris d'importantes mesures, individuellenient 
et collectivoment, pour divelopper la production. Ia fabrication ci I commercia-
lisation de Ia sole. 

En taut quo Commission régionale des Nations Unies, I' ESCAP, en collaboration 
aver d'autres agences des Nations inies ci des organisations iniérossées, joue le 
rule de centre de développonient économique et social en Asic et dans Ic Pacifique. 
Les Commissions régionales attachent une grande importance 	l'éradication de Ia pau- 
vreté et de Ia fain. I.e programme de développement miIti-sectoriel de l'assistance 
technique mis en place par le Secretariat de I'ESCAP Oct fondé cur les bosoms et 

aspirations de 43 territoires ci pays affiliés. Au cours des annécs, l'ESCAP a cléve-
lopp6 tin type exempl.iire de cooperation entro les pays indusririalisés et les pays 
en voie de dCveloppoment. Atissi mmportante a etC Ia participation de Ia Commission 
dans Ia rCalisal ion des objectils Cconomiques ci sociaux des gouvornements membres 
ci des gouvernomeiiis associCs. 

Lo dCvcloppomont social et economique Ci ant on processlis mult i-dlmensionnol et 
long torme, Ics opCrar ions de l'IiSCAI', gui est en rapport trs Ctroit aver les gou-

vornomeilts rnembres, oft CtC diversiliCs afin de mieux rCpondre nux bosoms. Ainsi, 
sos lirojois et progralnm.s d'assistance engli'boni-ils de nombreux domaines gui 
'ajiiur onr an dCveloppomoni . I Is couvrent los sec teurs touchant. 	1' infrastructure 

lois quo l'expCdition, le transport, los communications, les ressources en eau et 
en Cnergie ainsi quo I'agrictulitire, Ic commerce international, l'industrie, l'implan-
tation des hommos, icc statist iqucs. I'nrganisation du divcloppoment ('F egalement, 
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les activitrs relatives a des problnies sociaux importants parmi lesquels la crois-
sance drmographique excessive. Is condition de la lessee et is chmage des jeunes. 

En I absence de touts autre assemble de gouvernements dans cette region de L'Asie 
Pt do l'acilique, le rle de la Commission est particuliirement important pour les 

pays membres car clip fotirnit lassistance et lacilite Is coopCration entre pays en 

macière do dCvelippement tconomique et social. 

Madame it' President, a l'intention du Congrs Séricicole International, je vais 
maintenant vous presenter le rCIe de I'ESCAP en Asie et dans le Pacifique pour ce 
qui cincerne le dCveloppement do la soie. Pour permettre one approche coordonnCe et 

globable, les problmcs reiatifs i is sCriciculiure et A la soie sont inclus dans 

les programmes de travail des trois sectetirs suivants 	Agriculture; lndustrie; im- 

plantation des hommes et technologie; Commerce International. Suivant les directives 
de son propre corps lCgislatif et de la Commission, chaque secteur met 5 exCcution 
des projets relevant de son domaine propre de compCtence. La rCunion mlnistCrielle 

qui Sc tint en 1978 stir la coopCrstion commercials en Asic et dans le Pacifique, 
dCcida que les etudes de faisabilitC aboutissant c des mesures do cooperation 
rCgionale pour des matières premiares sClectionnées et des marchandises parmi lee-
quelles la soie, devraient Ctre effectuCes par le Secretariat. Suite a une étude de 

faisabilitC stir la cooperation régionale relative A la soic et aprCs consultation 
des principaux pays producteurs de soie, le Secretariat a contribuC a is mise en 

place en 1982 du groupe consultatif regional intergouvernemental stir is soie, com-

prenant des reprCsentants de la Chine, de linde, de l'Tndonésie, do la MaLaisie, 
des Philippines et de la Thailande. Conformément A la constitution adoptCe par Is 
groups, les pays producteurs de soie cornprennent les pays engages dans l'une des opé-

rations nCcessaires a la production de soie, c'est C dire, culture de la plants flour-

riciCre des vera C soie et des cocons, filature, tissage et fabrication de tissus 

de soie. 

Lob jectil dlu Groupe est "de promouvoir la production, is fabrication et la corn-

mercialisation de Is sole' par la cooperation entre les membres af in d'amCliorer la 
qualitC des produits de l'industrie de La soie. Le programme de cooperation rCgionale 
élaboré par Is Groups met I'accent sur la production. la fabrication, la commercia-

lisation, la recherche et Is développement, le recueil de statistiques, l'Cchange 
et is diffusion d'informatiuns. Pour améliorer la qualité et le rendement de is soie 
grCge par cocon, les domaines sélectionnés pour la cooperation snot les suivants 
(i) dCveloppement dune technologie appropriée C la sCriciculture et adaptCe aux 
hesoins des pays, (ii) dCveloppement do is technologie post-cocon et (iii) formation 
de Ia main-d'oeuvre pour le dCveloppement dune technologie appropriée C la aCrid-
culture et aux stades post-cocon de la production. Dans ic domaine de la commercia-
Lisation, des efforts soot faits pour la promotion génCrique de la soie all moyen 
d'une campagne globale de promotion des ventes. Pans le but d'accroit.re la consom-
cnation de soie stir les marches locaux, des mesures ont été prises pour smClinrer les 
caractéristiques et la qualité des produits, par exemple, l'infroissabiLitC et pour 
promouvoir l'utilisation des produits de sole nationaux traditionnels. Sur la base 
de l'expCrience dCjC acquise dans chacun des pays pris sCparement, Is Groups pocirrait 
dCvelopper des normes et des procedures de recueil et de compilation do doonCes ALL 

sein de la region do I'ESCAP pour que It's pays concernCs puissent organiser is pro-

duction et le marchC. 

Mesdames et mess curs • tin certain nombre d'opCral ions do promotion ont etC rCa-
lisCes cc d'autrc's soot en c;ocirs de rCaLisation pour ic developpement do Is send-
culture on Asic et dans le Pac I f I que. line grands part is des pays on voi e do dCve lop-

pentent as trouve on zone tropicale. Aussi les efloris do I'ESCAP s'accordent-ils act 

theme de ce CongrCs 'SCriciculture dans les pays tropicaux". I,es activitCs de I'ESCAP 
dans ce domaine sont les suivants ; one Ctude rCgionale de I 'Industrie lutCgrCc do 
la Sole (1979) pour examiner les aspects Cconomiques et techniques de cette indus- 
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trie; une 4tude de faisabiHré des mesures de coopration régionale dans le domains 

de la soie (1981); on sminaire sur P Industrie 1ntgr4e do La Soie 	invitation 
du gouvernement chinois (1982); perspective et sLructure dun programme do coOpé-

ration rgiona1e stir la soie dans la zone de I'ESCAP (1982) et formation en sérici-

culture en vue do lamélioration des conditions socio-économiques des femmes (1982) 

organise conjointement par linstitut Asiatique pour Is Developpement Pural 

Bungalore; une runion dexperts sur La Recherche et le fleveloppement de Is soie 

(1982). Sur les recommandations faites par le Groupe Consultatil Ilégional sur la Soie 
au cours de sa deuxi'me session en décembre 1983 au sige do 1ESCAP, les prparatifs 

concernant lorganisacion dune Foire Asiatique do Ia Soie en aot 1984 a Hong-Kong 

ont 6t6 achevrs. Le Secretariat a publie la Femme Asiatique dans la sCriciculture 

tropicale'. Get ouvrage contient les plus recentes donnees disponibles sur les tech-

niques ameliorees de la sericiculture tropicale et sur dautros important aspects 

de l'indostrie de la sole Pt met I'accent stir la possibilite damCliorer le revenu 

et les conditions generales de vie des femmes en zone rurale. 

Le Secretariat a diffusC dans les pays membres une circulaire afin de rCper-

toner La documentation sur les varietes de mriers et les races de vers a sole 
(gCnCtique) en vue dechanges. 11 a 4t4 Cgalement demandé aux gouvernements de pre-

parer on rapport technique sur les progrès, les programmes et problèmes de [a sélec-

lion des vers ii sole aim d'Cvaluer le besoin dun programme regional de selection 
do ver 	sole. Aim 	d'êrudier la possibilité d'organiser un voyage d'Ctude en Chine 

sur la technique do sCchage, nous recueillons dans nos pays membres des informations 

sur is séchage des cocons. Rien que la sCriciculture cloit CIre considérée avec encore 

plus dattent ion dans les programmes nationaux do dCvoloppement de Is plupart des 

pays en vole do développement des zones tropicales, les soles grages de qualité pro-

duitos dans les zones tempCrées de la Chine, do .lapon et de la Corée sont connues 

dans Ic monde entier depuis is siacle dernior. Encore recemment, on considCrait gCnC-

ralement que la zone tropicale de lAsle no convenait pas A la production dune 

qualitC do soie suffisante pour le marché international. Entre 1970 01 1982, grace 
aux rechorches et 	La technologie dCveloppCe par los scientiliques des pays asia- 

tiqiles, notamment linde, la sCniciculture tropicale scsI avCrée plus rentable que 

cello des zones tempCrCcs et lindustrie asiatique do Ia sole a gagné do terrain. 

La production (10 sole (grégo et déchets) a augmenté au taux compose do 1,8 '1, par an 
pendant La pCriode 1973-1982 dans la region de 1ESCAP. La production cost Clevéo 

é 56 000 tonnes en 1982 or les premieres estimations mndiquent qu'eLle Oct passes 

i 62 000 tonnes en 1983 Suit une augmentation do 10,7 7,. La region de I'ESCAP a 

produit. 88 '6 do la production moiidiale en 1973 et environ 87 '6 en 1983. Los expor-

tations do I 'Asic reprCsentaient 79 '6 do I exportation mondiale do soie en 1982 alors 
quo sos importations no reprCsentaiellt quo 57 '6 des importations mondiales. Ces 515-
tisLiques révClont [importance de relIc region qui se place au premier rang mondial 

do I-i production et du commerce de La sole. 

Le Groupe Regional de la Solo sera trés houreux (IC collaborer avec la Commission 
SCricicole lnternatioiiale dans lClal,oration et [a misc en oeuvre do projets do déve-

loppemont spCciliques qui pourraiont prof iter it Ia sCriciculture et .10 commerce de 
la soie it un nivesu gCnéral ci regional. La sCriciculture ccl source do revenus sup-

plementaires pour les zones rurales do lAsie et do Pacifique. i.e Congrés SCricicole 

international pourr.iit elivisagor que des projets do cooperation puissent Ctre orga-

uses par [a C.S.I.  et Ic Groupe Consultatif Regional stir Ia Soie qui depend de 

lESCAI'. Solon nous, cotte cooperation pourrait porter stir le dCveloppement dune 

technique appropriee it [a sCricicu]lture tropicale par un meilleur choix dimpian_ 

tation de varierés spéciliqucs de müriers 01 do vers ii soie, Is coniréIe cificaco 
des parasites ci des maladies do mnier cc du ver it soie, la technique du séchage 
des cocons 01 la formation sericicolo. La C.S.I. osi invitCo it participer it In rCali-

sation d'opératioius do cooperation rCgionale dCfinics par Ic Groupe. Aussi serait-il 

souluattablo quo Ic Comiré Tcchnologie et Rocherche do GongrCs puisse di scuter de 

noIre proposition do collaboration entre la C.S.I. et LESCAF'. 
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Au nom de 1ESCAP, je voudrais remercier le Gouvernement Indlen et tout parti—

cu1irement le Central Silk Board et le Gouvernement de Karnataka pour laccueil qul 

nous a 6t4 réservé. 

Nous souhaitons que ce 14me Congrès Séricicole International solt Un 

et perniette le dveloppement de Ia sriciculture tropicale. 
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14èrne Congrès Sdrcicote International. / 
24th International Sericultural Congress 

BRIEF OUTLINE OF SILK PRODUCTION 

Central Silk Board 

United Mansions 
39 Mahatina Gandhi road 

BANGALO1?E 560 001 
India. 

Silk textiles still comprise an insignificant portion of the total textile con-

sumption in India. In 1981, against a total textile consumption of about 8,400 mil-

lion metres, only 114 million metres were silk textiles which form a little more than 

one per cent of total consumption of textiles in the country. 

The consumption of silk in India has been far above the demand for silk. The 

consumption in 1981 was estimated to be 114 million metres as against a production 

of 100 million metres. DeducLing about 12 million metres which were exported, about 

88 million metres were available for home consumption. It is expected that production 

by 1989-90 will raise to about 220 million metres against an estimated domestic 

demand of 224 million metres. Allowing for the export etc., about 190 to 200 million 

metres will be available for domestic consumption by 1989-90. 

The production at the end of 1973-74 in India was 2,894 m. tons of silk. At the 

end of 1977-78, i.e. at the end of the V Five Year Plan, it was 3,711 m. tons giving 

thereby a compound rate of growth of 6.4 per cent between the IV Five Year Plan and 

the V Five Year Plan. The production at the end of 1982-83 was 5,700 m. tons. The 

production at the end of VT Five Year Plan is likely to be 6,754 M. tons giving a 

compound rate of growth of 75 over the V Plan. The production at the end of the VII 

plan i.e., by 1989-90 is expected to be 10,770 m. tons giving a compound rate of 

growth of 117 over the VT Plan. 

Out of the above, the production of non-mulberry silk is expected to be 820 m. 

tons by the end of 1989-90 as against 489 m. tons in 1982-83. 

The Central Silk Board is a statuLory body cot rusted with the task of developing 

the Silk Industry in the country. India is a federal country in which there is a di-

vision of powers and responsabilities between the States and the Central Silk Board. 

The development of serictilture and the silk is largely looked after by the State 

Governments. The Central silk Board advises the Government of India on resource allo-

cation and technical feasibility of the schemes of the State Governments. The Central 
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Silk Board also helps the State Governments to formulate projects and Implement them. 

The general functions of the Central Silk Board are contained in the Silkmans Com-

panion which has been distributed to the delegates. 

The lacunae in the sericultural system of India are 

inadequate supply of disease free silkworm seed 

low literacy level of the farmers and the consequent delay in the results 

to be expected out of extension 

decentralised and ruraL nature of the reeling sector leading to non-

standardisation of silk yarn 

decentralised industry of weaving sector leading to non-standardisation of 

woven cloth. 

Attempts are being made in the VII Five Year Plan starting from 1985-86 to solve 

these problems within the framework of the overall policy Laid down by the Government 

of India. 
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MULBERRY NON-MULBERRY 

lunar Eri Muga 
NAME OF 	TWE 	STATE 

Area under Prod, 	of Prod, 	of Prod, 	of Prod, 	of Prod, 	of Prod, 	of Prod. 	of Prod. 	of 
mulberry Ofis. cocoons Dfls. Cocoons Ofis. Cocoons OfIs. Cocoons 
(in 	ha.) (lakh 	No. (lakh 	kg.) (lakh 	No. (lakh 	kahan) )lakh 	No.) )lakh 	kg.) (lakh 	No. (lakh 	No.) 

Assam 800 6.26 1.20 0.68 - 20.74 1.95 132.33 1394 
Andh'a Pradesh 33,603 88.30 120.00 3.25 0.09 - - - - 
Tamil 	Nadu 22.245 110.00 80.00 - - - - - - 
Karnataka 1,21,500 1.651,22 375.51 - - - - - - 
Onissa 180 0.11 0.02 10.05 0.44 1.08 0.07 - - 
Manipur 400 0.90 0.80 1.34 0.02 0.20 - - - 
Janmu 	6 Kashmir 632 40.61 9.25 - - - - - - 
Madhya Pradesh 322 3.08 0.63 5.65 1.87 - - 
Littar 	Pradesh 2,480 10.26 1.75 1.23 0.03 - - - - 
West Bengal 11.206 500.00 76.00 0.90 0.13 0.35 0.11 - - 
Himachal 	Pradesh 95 2.11 0.51 0.20 - - - - - 
Tripura 607 0.19 0.07 - - 0.21 0.02 - - 
Meghalaya Neg. Neg. Neg. - - - - - - 
Bihar 200 6.47 0.99 59.71 1.71 3.82 0.18 - - 
Arunachal 	Pradesh Neg. Neg. Neg. - - - - - - 
Maharashtra 150 0.53 0.05 0.20 - - - - - 
Mizoram Neg. Neg. Neg. - - - - - - 

TOTAL 1,94,020 2,516.04 667.60 83.22 4.29 26.40 2.33 132.33 1394 

Statement showing the statewise area under mulberry cultivation, production of DfLs., production 

of cocoons under mulberry and non-muLberry sectors during the year 1982-83. 



End of V Plan 	 End of transitional period 

End of 	
(1977-78) 	 (1979-80) 

PARTICULARS 	 Actuals at 
IV Plan 

(197374) 	
Growth rate %age 	 Growth rate Zaje 	

the end of 

Position 	 Position ______________________ 1982-83 

SGR 	CGR 	 SGR 	CGR 

 Area under .ulberry culti- 

cation (lakh hectares) 1.10 1.31 3.8 - 1.55 9.2 - 1.94 

 Production of raw silk 

(it. 	tons) 

 Overall 	raw 	silk 	production 2894 3711 7.1 6.4 4805 14.7 13.8 5700 

 Mulberry 	raw 	silk 2421 3186 7.9 7.1 4193 15.8 14.8 5211 

 Non-iulberry raw silk 473 525 2.7 2.7 612 8.3 7.0 489 

 Tropical 	tasar 257 434 17.2 14.0 384 5.8 - 276 

 Oak 	tasar - - - - - - - 3 

 Eri 141 56 15.1 - 183 113.4 80.7 173 

 Nuga 75 35 13.3 - 45 14.3 13.4 37 

SGR 	simple growth rate. 

CGR 	compound growth rate. 



VI Plan 

Likely achievecent at the end 	Projections for VII Plan 

of VI Plan (1984-85) 	 (1985-90) 

PART ICULARS 

Growth rate rage 	 Growth rate age 

Position 	 *Posjtjnn 

$68 	068 	 SOP 	CGR 

 Area under •ulberry culti- 

vation 	(lakh hectares) 2.00 5.8 - 3.00 10.0 - 

 Production of raw silk 

(.t. 	Ions) 

 Overall 	raw 	silk production 6754 8.1 7.0 10770 11.9 11.0 

 Mulberry 	raw silk 6200 9.6 8.1 9950 12.1 9.9 

 Non-mulberry 	raw 	silk 554 1.9 - 820 9.6 8.1 

 Tropical 	tasar 306 4.1 - 450 9.4 8.0 

 Oak 	tasar 7 - - 20 37.1 23.4 

 Eri 191 1.0 0.9 250 6.2 5.5 

A) Muga 50 2.2 2.1 100 20.0 14.9 

The growth rate is calculated with 1979-80 as the base year. 

ICR 	simple growth rate 

COP 	compound growth rate 

Rate of growth during earlier Plan periods and the growth rate envisaged 

(tentative) for VII Plan. 
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BREF AFERCU DE LA PRODUCTION DE SOlE 

Central Silk Board 

United Mans ions 
39, Mahatma Gandhi road 

Banga lore 560 001 
India 

L?s textiles soyeux reprsentent encore 4 present une partie minime de Is con-

sommation totale de textiles en Inde. En 1981, sur one consommation totale d'environ 

8 400 millions de mtres de textiles, 114 millions de mtres seulement Ctaient des 

textiles de soie, Ce qui reprCsente on peu plus de 1 7. de la consommation totale en 
textiles du pays. 

La consommation de soie en lode est bien plus élevée que la production de soie. 

En 1981, La consommation a été estimCe 4 114 millions de mtres et la production, 

4 100 millions de mtres. SI Ion enlève lee 12 millions de metres qui ont Cté expor-

tés, 88 millions de m4tres environ ont été mis sot le marché intérieur. On prCvoit 

que la production atteindra vers 1989-90 environ 220 milLions de metres, pour one 

demande intérieure de 224 millions de metres. En tenant compte des e.xportations, etc, 

190 4 200 millions de metres environ seront disponibles sur Ic marché intérieur en 
1989-90. 

A Is fin de 1973-74, la production de soie en lode Ctait de 2 894 millions de 

tonnes. A la fin de 1977-78, c'est-4-dire 4 la fin du Ve Plan quinquennal, elle Ctait 

de 3 711 millions de tonnes, ce qui donne on taux de croissance de 6,4 7. entre Ic 

IVe Ct le Ve Plan quinquennal. La production était de 5 700 millions de tonnes 4 la 

fin de 1982-83. File sera vraisemhlablement de 6 754 millions de tonnes 4 la fin du 
VIe Plan quinquennal, Ce qui donne un taux de croissance de 7 7. par rapport au Ve 

Plan. A la fin du Vile Plan, c'est-4-dire en 1989-90, la production devrait étre de 

10 770 millions de tonnes, réalisant ainsi Un taux de croissance de 11 7. par rapport 
au Vie Plan. 

Prise en compte dans ces chilfres, la production de soie non-mCrier devrait 

attejndre 820 millions de tonnes 4 la fin de 1989-90, contre 489 millions de tonnes 
en 1982-83. 
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Le Central Silk Board eat on organisne gouvernemental auquel a 6t6 confide la 

tche de dvelopper l'industrie de Is sole dana le pays. Linde est un Etat fédraI 

au sein duquel le pouvoir et les responsabilités sont répartis entre les Etats et 

le Central Silk Board. Le développement de Ia sériciculture et de Ia sole eat large-

ment pris en charge par les Gouvernements des Etats. Le Central Silk Board joue le 

r6le de conseiller auprés du Gouvernement indlen sur La repartition des moyens et 

Ia faisabilité sur le plan technique des projets des Gouvernements des Etats. Le 

Central Silk Board aide également les GouvernementS des Etats A formuier leurs pro- 

jets et .i les mettre 	execution. Lea fonctions générales du Central Silk Board sont 

décrites darts is brochure The Silkman's Companion' qui a été distribuée aux délé-

goes. 

Lea laiblesses du systCme séricicole indien sont les suivantes 

I) l'approvisionnement inadéquat en gratnes de ver 	sole saines, 

Ic faible niveau daiphabétisation des paysans avec comae consequence is Len-

teur de Ia vulgarisation, 

Ia nature déceniralisée et rurale du secteur de La (ilature qui conduit a 
La production non-standard de [ii de sole, 

Ia nature décentraitsCc de lindustrie du tissage qui conduit 	Ia production 

de tissés non standard. 

Des efforts sont faits dana Le cadre du Vile Plan quinquennal débutant en 1985-

86 pour résoudre ces problémes salon Ia ligne de Ia politique globale fixée par le 

Couvernement indian. 
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MIJRIER 	 NON-MURIER 

tasar 	 Sri 	 Muga 

Culture 	Production 	Prod, de 	Production 	Prod. de 	Production 	Prod, de 	Production 	Prod, de 

de miiriers 	doeufs 	cocons 	doeufs 	cocons 	d 1 oeuFs 	cocons 	d'aeufs 	cocons 

(ha) 	(lakh No.) 	lakh kg.) 	(lakh No.) 	(lakh kahan) 	(lakh No. 	)lakh kg.) 	(lakh No.) 	(lakh No.) 

Assam 600 4.26 1.20 0.68 - 20.76 1.95 	132.33 	1394 

Andhra Pradesh 33,503 88.30 120.00 3.25 0.09 - - 	- 
Tanil 	Nadu 22.265 110.00 80.00 - - - - 	- 	- 
Karnatuka 1,21,500 1,551.22 375.51 - - - - 	- 	- 
Orisna 180 0.11 0.02 10.06 0.44 1.08 0.07 	 - 	 - 
Manipur 400 0.90 0.80 1.34 0.02 0.20 - 	- 	- 
Janmu 	C Kashmir 532 40,61 9.26 - - - - 	- 	- 
Madhya 	Pradesh 322 3.08 0.43 5.55 1.87 - - 	- 	- 
Uttar 	Pradesh 2,480 10.26 1.75 1.23 0.03 - - 	- 	- 
Woot 	Sengal 11,206 600.00 76.00 0.90 0.13 0.35 0.11 	 - 	- 
Hjaachal 	Pradesh 95 2.11 0151 0.20 - - - 	- 	- 
Tripura 607 0.19 0107 - - 0.21 0.02 	 - 	 - 
Meghalaya Meg. Meg. Meg. - - - - 	- 	- 
Bihar 200 4.47 0.99 59.71 1.71 3.82 0.18 	 - 	 - 
Aruouchal 	Pradesh Meg. Meg. Meg. - - - - 	- 	- 
Iaharashtra 150 0.63 0.05 0.20 - - - 	- 	- 
Minoram Meg. Meg. Meg. - - - - 	- 	- 

TOTAL 1,94,020 2,516.06 667.60 83.22 4.29 26.40 2.33 	132.33 	1394 

Culture du mflrier, production doeufs et production de cocons dans leo secteuro mQrier 

et non-mrier dans les différento Etats de lInde en 1982-83. 

0 
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Fin du V Plan 	 Fin de la pdriode de transition 

(1977-79) 	 (1979-80) 
Fin du 	 Fin de 

IV Plan 	 1982-83 
Z de croissance 	 de croissance 

(1913-74 ) 	 _______________________  
Position 	 Position 

SGR 	CGR 	 SOR 	CGR 

I. Surface 	de culture 	du 

miner 	(lakh 	ha) 1.10 1.31 3.8 - 1.55 9.2 - 1.94 

11. Production 	de sole 	qrège 

(tonnes) 

 Production 	totale 	de 	soic 	grège 2894 3711 7,1 6.4 4805 14.7 13.8 5700 

 Sole grège mOrien 2421 3186 7.9 7.1 4193 15.8 14.8 5211 

 Sole grge noo-u0rier 473 525 2.7 2.7 612 9.3 7.0 489 

 Iussah 	tropical 257 434 17.2 14.0 384 5.8 - 276 

 Tussab 	du chOne - - - - - - - 3 

 Eri 141 56 15.1 - 183 113.4 80.1 173 

 Muga 75 35 13,3 - 45 14.3 13.4 37 

SOR 	taux de croissance brat 

CGR : taun de croissance coapos 



VI Plan 

Résultats prévus our la fin 	Previsions du VII Plan 

du VI Plan (1984-85) 	 (1985-90) 

de croissance 
Position 	 Position 

SGR 	CGR 

 Surface de culture du 
mIner 	(lath 	ha) 2.00 5.8 - 3.00 

Production de soic 	gr8ge 

( tonnes ) 

 Production 	totale de soie grige 6754 8.1 7.0 10770 

 Sole grtge miner 6200 9.6 8.1 9950 

 Soie grlge 	non—airier 554 1.9 - 820 

 Tussah 	tropical 306 4.1 - 450 

 Tussat du chOne 7 - - 20 

 Eri 191 1.0 0.9 250 

 Nuga 50 2.2 2.1 100 

Lu tauo de croissance cot calculV en prenant 1979-80 comae annCe de rCfCrence 

SGR 	tauu de croissance brat 

008 	tuuo de croissance compose 

de croissance 

	

SGR 	CGR 

	

10.0 	- 

	

11.9 
	

11.0 

	

12.1 
	

9.9 

	

9,6 
	

8.1 

	

9.' 
	

8.0 

	

37.1 
	

23.4 

	

6.2 
	

5.5 

	

20.0 
	

14.9 

Taux de croissance au cours deo Plans précdents et estimation du taux de croissance 

pour Le Vile Plan. 
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14th International, Sericultural Congress 

RECENT JAPANESE SERICULTURE INDUSTRY AND VIEWS ON THE 

TECHNICAL COOPERATION IN THE FUTURE 

I. CIRCUMSTANCES RELATING TO THE JAPANESE SERICULTURE INDUSTRY 

1. Supply and demand situation of the raw silk and silk 

Surroundings of the Japanese sericulture industry are facing to quite severe 

situation. In other words, domestic demand of the raw silk and silk decreased to 

13,200 tons in 1983, or a decrease of about 407, during the past five years from 1978 

to 1983 because of standstill of the domestic general economy, change of mode of 

living, decrease of population of adult women, etc. 

The above slow demand of the raw silk and silk has brought raw silk stock to 

the Japan Raw Silk and Sugar Price Stabilization Agency (hereafter, referred to 

"Agency") amount ing to 10.600 tons as of end of April, 1984, meaning as large as 10 

months amount of the Japanese raw silk production level. As a result, raw silk price 

has been hovering around lower than the standard raw silk price level which has been 
fixed by the Japanese Governnient. 

In addition, such increasing of the stock for the Agency resulted that the 

Agency's loan reached above 860 million dollars as of end of April, 1984, so that 

the amount of intereSts to be paid reached to 73 million dollars. Such has made a 

financial difficulty to the Agency, or the Raw Silk Price Stabilization System sup-

porting the Japanese sericulture system basically is in a critical situation. 

In order to cope with quite severe situation, the Japanese Government 	as well 

as all of the sericulture industry people have agreed to have countermeasure as fol- 
- 	 lows unanimously. 

I) Promotion of the development of new usage of raw silk as well as a large 

campaign to promote the raw silk and silk. 

Enforcement of reducing cocoon produclic'n in 1984 as large as 257 under the 
Government's guidance. 

Disposal of raw silk reeling capacity as large as 30'4 including the large 
ente rpr i ses. 

6) Controlling of import of raw silk and silk goods on two-nations agreements. 
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5) Raw silk support price by the Government has been maintained for 3 years 

after reducing by 700 yen/kg in 1981. while various prices have been increasing. Rven 

though the countermeasures improving the domestic supply and demand situation as well 

as promotion of various counLermeasures were arranged, quite severe situation will 

last long. 

Table I. Raw silk supply and demand 

Year 	Production 	Imports 	
Domestic 	Ending 	Agency's 	Of which 

demand 	stock 	stock 	imported 

1978 16.0 5.0 21.2 4.5 3.0 3.0 

1979 16.0 3.8 18.0 6.1 5.0 6.3 

1980 16.2 3.0 15.8 9.5 8.6 6.6 

1981 14.6 0.9 15.0 10.2 9.5 6.2 

1982 13.0 2.3 15.9 9.6 8.6 5.2 

1981 12.5 2.4 13.2 11.2 10.5 5.2 

(1.000 	ton) 

2. Cocoon production situation 

Recent sericulture in Japan is explained as follows. 

The number of sericulLure farm households in Japan decreased to 125.000 in 1983 

with annual rate of decrease of 7.37, during the past five years, particularly fo 

small size farm households, because the people engaged in sericulture have become 

older and 11w mulberry field has been partly shifted to other crops due to hovering 

lower raw silk price level for a long time. 

Mulberry hectarage decreased to 109,000 in 1983 with annual rate of 3.3% during 

the past five years, because number of sericulture farm households decreased, the 

people engaged in sericulture have become older, the planned cocoon production was 

adopted, and the field was partly shifted to other crops. 

Cocoon production decreased to 61,000 ton in 1983 with annual rate of 4.77. 

during the past five years, because number of sericulture farm households as well 

as silkworm eggs used decreased. 

Managing scale for a sericulture farm houschnld increased during the past five 

years until 1983, i.e. an incrcase of 237. or 0.85 ha for the mulberry field and an 

increase of 117, or 477 kg for cocoon production, because rationalization of the ma-

naging scale advanced white number of sericulture households with mainly medium and 

small scale decreased. 

Cocoon production per ha was at standstill, i.e. 539 kg in 1981, because of the 

more exrt'nsive management of mulberry fields due to getting older of the people en-

gaged in sericulture as well as having more side business. 

The Japanese sericulture industry as mentiouied in above has taken root in 

farming or mountain villages as well as upland field crop area as one of important 

industry even under severe situation. Also, it contributes to the farm economy as 

well as communities as one of important complex crops in farm management. in this 

respect, it is thought important to make its stabilized development even more ratir-

nalization will be required in the future. 
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Table 2. General situation of sericulture 

TOTAL IN JAPAN 

	

No. of sericulture 	
Mulberry hectarage 	 Cocoon production 

Year 	 households 

No. 1,000 	Index 	ha 1,000 	Index 	ton 1,000 	Index 

1978 	187 	 100 	 130 	 100 	 78 	 100 

1979 	176 	 94 	 125 	 96 	 81 	 104 

1980 	166 	 89 	 121 	 93 	 73 	 94 

1981 	 150 	 80 	 lii 	 90 	 65 	 83 

1982 	139 	 74 	 113 	 87 	 63 	 80 

1983 	128 	 68 	 109 	 84 	 61 	 78 

PER HA 	 PER SERICULTIJRE HOUSEHOLD 

Year 	Cocoon production 	 Mulberry hectarage 	 Cocoon production 

Kg 	 Index 	 ha 	 Index 	 Kg 	 Index 

1978 	599 	 100 	 0.69 	 100 	 415 	 100 

1979 	649 	 108 	 0.71 	 103 	 461 	 111 

1980 	603 	 101 	 0.73 	 106 	 441 	 106 

1981 	 553 	 92 	 0.78 	 113 	 432 	 104 

1982 	560 	 93 	 0.81 	 117 	 456 	 110 

1983 	559 	 93 	 0.85 	 123 	 477 	 115 

IT. DIRECTION OF THE TECHNICAL COOPERATION IN SERICULTURE 

The world consumption of raw silk and silk goods has been at standstill or in 

a decreasing trend, as reflected by a decline in Japan, the largest consuming 

country. As a result, overall silk situation in the world stands on the remarkable 

overproduction keynote. 

Supply and demand situation of the raw silk and silk in Japan shows a continuous 

imbalance due to a substantial decline in demand, as discussed in above. The govern-

ment is taking countermeasures as follows 

Promotion of the domestic demand. 

Domestic cocoon production in 1984 is curtailed by as large as 25% of the 

standard production level. 

Raw silk support price by the government has been maintained for three years 

after reducing by 700 yen/kg in 1981, while various prices have been increasing. 

Domestic raw silk production capacity will he disposed as large as about 30% 

in order to recover a balance of supply and demand situation together with the above 

measures. 

Controll jag of imports of raw silk and silk goods from major silk exporting 

countrieS like China has been based on the two-nations agreements. 
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On the other hand, recovery of balance in the supply and demand situation of 

the raw silk and silk in Japan will take time, because cocoon production area is 

located in mountain villages etc. and manufactures of raw silk and silk textiles are 

composed of the medium and small enterprises. 

In addition, the Agency's raw silk stock has been piled up enormously. Disposal 

of the stock is considered as urgent problem. However, there is no hope to solve it 

soon for recovery. In this connection, surplus condition Is seemed to be continued 

in the future worldwidely. 

Even under such worldwide condition, we are Lnformed that there are a few coun-

tries who try to encourage development of cocoon production in order to export the 

raw silk and silk goods to Japan. We think that such countries have to recognize 

Japanese silk situation which has never been experienced before. 

Japanese technical cooperation in scriculture will be extented to such countries 

who will develop the cocoon, raw silk and silk goods for the purpose of their do-

rnestic consumption, if Japan is asked so by such country. 

In this respect, such country has to understand the Japanese policy which will 

correspond to such country's application after full discussion between two countries 
concerned. 
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NOUVELLE INDUSTRIE SERICICOLE IAPONAISE El PERSPECTIVES 

DE LA COOPERATION TECHNIQUE 

1. PROBLEMES RELATTFS A LINDUSTRIE SERICICOLE JAPONAISF. 

I. Situation de l'of[re et de is demande de sole grge et de soie 

Le secteur de lindustris séricicolc japorialse connait actuclioment de grandes 

difficuits. En dautres Lermes, La demande nationals de sole grège et de sole est 

passée i 13.200 tonnes on 1983 soit une diminution su cours des rinq dernièros annes 

(1978-1983) denviron 40 7,. Cela est do A La stagnation de l'iconomio gnêralo du 

pays, au changement du mode do vie, A Ia haisse do Is population adulte do sexe 

fminin etc. 

En raison do cette faibie demande, l'Agence Japonaise do Stahilisation des Prix 

de is Sole Grège et dii Sucre a vu sos stocks do snie grige et de sole atteindre 

10.600 tonnos 7i is [in d'avril 1984, cc qui 6quivatit A dix mols de production japo-

naise do sole grège. Aussi, to prix do is sole grOge s'esi-il silué en deç du prix 

standard de la sole grge qui est fix4 par Ic gouvernement japonais. 

De pius, on raison do i'augmenLaiion dii stock, lemprOnt do lAgence a atteint 

860 millions de dollars 	La [in d'avril 1984, de Idle sorts quo les intérts se 

SOnt élevês A 73 millions do dollars. Telles sont les causes des di1ficuIts [man-

cières de l'Agence, autrement dit, to systOme de stabilisation du prix do Ia sole 

grège qui soutienl to système do Ia sriciculture japonsise se trouve dana une situa-

tion cr11 ique. 

Pour laire face è cette situation difficile, le gouvornomontjaprinais sinai quo 

les 	inidnistriols do Is sric icul tore ont unanimement approtjv6 les mostires suivantes 

Promol ion du dveloppement de nouvellos ul ilisations do Ia soio grego Ct 

campagne do promot ion do is sole grège et do Is sole. 

R/dtic ion do 25 'I, do is product ion do cocon on 1984, sous La direction do 

gouvorilement. 

Diminution do 30 7. de is capaciu de I ilaliire do soic grège, grandes eritre-

pr ises inc I uses. 

li) Contrèle des importations do sole grège et dart ides de sole, au moyen 

da(-rords bi latoranix. 

5) Ic soution du prix do Is soic grOgo par le gouvornoment 5 111 mnintenu pour 

nine priode do trois sos, aprOs nine diminution do 700 yen/kg ott 1981, alors quo 
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d'autres prix ont augment. P.o dpit de ces mesures qui améliorent la situation de 

	

l'offre et de Ia deniande et do divers 	autres mesures, cette situation critique 

risque do sp prolonger. 

Tableau 1. Offre et demande de soie grge 

Impor- 	Demande 	Stock 	Stock 	Part des 

	

Annee 	Product i on 
tatlons 	dontestique 	final 	de 1 Agence 	Importations 

	

1978 	16.0 	5.0 	 21.2 	 4.5 	 3.0 	 3.0 

	

1979 	16.0 	3.6 	 18.0 	 6.1 	 5.0 	 4.3 

	

1980 	16.2 	3.0 	 15.8 	 9.5 	 8.6 	 6.6 

	

1981 	14.8 	0.0 	 15.0 	10.2 	 9.5 	 6.2 

	

1982 	11.0 	2.3 	 15.9 	 9.6 	 8.5 	 5.2 

	

1983 	12.5 	2.4 	 11.2 	11.2 	 10.5 	 5.2 

(I 000 tonnes) 

2. Situation de la production de cocons 

La nouvelle situation de la sriciculture au Japon sexplique de la façon sni-
van t e. 

Le nombre dexploitants sricico1es est passe 	125 000 en 1983, soit tine baisse 
annuelle do 7,3 7. au cours des cinq dernires annes. Ce taux concerne en particulier 
les exploitations sricicoles do petite taille en raison du vieillissement des 
exploitants et du remplacement partiet des champs do mriers par diautres  cultures 
car le prix do Ia soie grge est depuis longtemps assez has. 

La surface plante do mriers a dimlnu ; elle 6tait de 109 000 hectares en 1983 
cc qui reprsente tine baisse anntielle de 3,3 7. au cours des cinq dernires annes. 
Ceci rsu1te do la diminution du nombre dexploitants séricicoles, du vieillissement 
des exploitations, de ladoprion dune production de cocon plani1ie et du rempla-
cement partiel des champs do mriers par dautres cultures. 

La production de cocon est passio i 61 000 tonnes en 1983 soit tine diminution 
ennuelle de 4,7 7. au cours des cinq ciernires années. La baisse de la population des 
exploitants sricico1es et lo moindre nombre docufs de ver A soie uti1is6s on sont 
la cause. 

La Laille do lexploitation séricicole a augment6 au cours des cinq dernires 
annes jusquen 11383 aver tine augmentation do 23 'I. du champ de mcirier, soit 0,84 
hectare, et une augmentation de 15 7. do Ia production de cocon, soit 477 kg. Onus 
to mme temps, le nombre do fcrmcs sricicoles de petite et do moyenne importance 
a diminu. 

La production do cocon a Ihectaro pla[cinne A 559 kg en 1981 en raison de I ex-
ploitation extensive des champs do mlricrs par une population vioillissante d'exploi-
tants sricicoles 9tH nfl on outre des at:tivitfs annexes. 

Lindustrie scricicole japonaisr cost imp1ante dans los i'xpliitations agri-
cobs, los villages do montagnc ainsi que dans lea zones do culture en altitude ci 
constitue une branche d'activit6 importante mme on priotle de crise. Aussi est-il 
important de stabiliser son dveloppemenr et encore plus do rationalisation sera 
necessaire dans l'avenjr, 
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Tableau 2. Situation génrale de la s4riciculture 

TOTAL AU JAPON 

Annee 
Nbre 	d'exploitations 

sorcicoles 
Superficie en muriers Production de cocons 

Nbre 	(xl000) Index ha 	(xl000) Index tonne 	(xI000) Index 

1978 187 100 130 100 78 100 
1979 176 94 125 96 81 104 
1980 166 89 121 93 73 94 
1981 150 80 117 90 65 83 
1982 139 74 113 87 63 80 
1983 128 68 109 84 61 78 

PAR HA PAR EXPLOITATION SERICICOLE 

Anno Production de cocons Superficie en miriers Production de cocons 

Kg Index ha Index Kg Index 

1978 599 100 0.69 100 415 100 
1979 649 108 0.71 103 461 111 
1980 603 101 0.73 106 441 106 
1981 553 92 0.78 113 432 104 
1982 560 93 0.81 117 456 110 
1983 559 93 0.85 121 477 115 

II. DIRECTION DE LA COOPERATION TECHNIQUE DANS I.E J)OMAINE DE LA SERICICULTURE 

La Consummation mondiale de soie grge et d'articles de soie plafonno et mme 
diminue comme le montre le déclin au Japon qui eat le plus grand pays consommateur 
de soie. Do cc fait, Ia situation gánrale de La soie dana le monde ost 	Ia surpro— 
duct ion on. 

11 y  a on clsquilibre constant ontre 1offro et Ia demande de soie grge or 
de soic a cause de In baisse importante de Ia demande. Le gouvernement a pris los 
mesures Cuivantes 

0 Promotion de is demande domostique. 

La producLion nationale de cocnns a 6L6 rduite de 25 5. par rapport au nivean 
standard de production. 

Le sour ion par Ic gouvernomcnr du prix de la soic grgc a 6t6 ninintenu 
pendant trots ans aprs quo cc prix air dimiTIL16 do 700 yen/kg en 1981, taodis quo 
(livers prix out augmcni. 

6) 	La capac i ti nat i nun le de product ion de soic grègc Sc ra redu ito de 10 5. env i - 
ron afin de rqui1ibrer loifre et Ia demande. 
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5) Le contrôle des importations de sole grge et d'articles de soie provenant 

de pays exportateurs de sole corome la Chine est bas6 sur des accords bilatéraux. 

Cependant le rcquilihrage de lolire et de la demande de sole grège et de sole 

prendra du temps car is production de cocon est tocaiise dans les villages de mon-

tagne etc. et  les entreprises qui fabriquent la sole grège et les textiles de sote 

sont des Pelites ou Moyennes Entreprises. 

De plus, Ic stock de sole grège de lAgence s'est considrablement accru or L'on 

considère quo 1'couLement de ce stock est un problème urgent. Cependant, it ne 

sernble pas possible de le résoudre dans iimmdiar. Do ce fait, cette situation de 

surplus risque de so prolonger dans Ic futur A 1'cheiLe mondiale. 

En dpit de cette situation, quelquos pays essayent dencourager le dvelop-

pement de la production de cocons en vue de lexportat ion de sole grge et d'articles 

de sole au Japon. Nous pensons que ces pays doivent prondre conscience de la situa-

tion de la sole au Japon. 

Ces pays qui développent la production de cocons, de sole grge et d'articles 

.de soic pour tour consommarion intrieure bnficieront, sits le demandent, de la 

cooperation technique do Japon dans le domaine de la SCriciculture. 

A cet Cgard, ces pays doivent comprendro la politique do Japon qui s'appliquera 

aux pays demandeurs de cooperation après discussion entre les deux pays concernes. 
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CURRENT STATUS OF SERICULTURAL INDUSTRY IN TAIWAN 

H. T. CHU 

Council for Agricultural Planning and Development 
Executive Yuan 

37 Nan-hai road, Taipei 107 
Taiwan. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Sericulture is a relatively old undertaking of farmers in Taiwan. 

The climatp conditions in Taiwan are favorable to the planting of mulberry trees 
and to the raising of silkworms. In the past, however, sericulture was not only a 
side-line but It relied mostly on wild mulberries also. This, coupled with the back-
wardness in sericultural techniques, had resulted in a poor quality and low yield 
of cocoons. On the other hand, the silk-reeling facilities were so obsolete that the 
output of silk was so low while the cost therefore so high. 

In order to cope with this situation, efforts have been made under JCRR/CAPD° 
initiated And supported projects to boost silk production in Taiwan. The notable ones 
during the past decade include 

helping the Taiwan Sericultural Improvement Station (TS1S) carry out programs 

for the varietal and cultural improvement of both silkworms and mulberry trees. 

introducing the modern technology of sericulture from abroad. 

demonstrating the improved techniques of both sericulture and moriculture 

to local farmers. 

All these activities have proved very helpful to the implementation of seri-

cultural production plans. 

° JCRK 	Joint Commission on Rural Reconstruction (reorganized as CAPI) on llarch 15, 
1 1 7 	) 

CAPD 	Coti ii I 1 for Ag r i c ul t ii ra 1 p Ia rifling and Dove In pme lit 
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IT. ESTABLISHMENT OF SPECIALIZED SERTCULTIJRE PRODUCT]ON AREA (ssPA) 

in view of the remarkable results as mentioned above and in line with the Acce-
lerating Agricultural and Rural fleiielopment Program (ADP), on intensive esta-
blishment of SSPAs has been going on in Niaoli, Nantou, Tainan, Pingtung, Taitung 
and 1-lualien areas (see the attached map) since 1973. The purpose is 

to grow mulberry trees and raise silkworms on a contract basis. 

to develop mulberry plantations in low-yielding plains and slopelands. 

to operate silkworm-feeding practices in a cooperative and specialized way. 

to renovate silkworm-rearing faciiies and introduction labor-saving prac-
t ices. 

to assist serictiltural farmers and industrialists in concluding a contract 
for production and purchase of cocoons, the latter to he contingent on the quality 
of products and the price of silk. 

to conduct training for silkworm raisers and promote cooperation with agrI-
cultural vocational schools. 

to strengthen infrastructure, such as cooperative young silkworm rearing 
houses, disinfecring equipment, and rainage and irrigation facilities, so as to im-
prove the physical conditions for sericriltural production. 

to provide loans for sericultural production. 

to assist contractors in purchasing cocoons from SSPAs and in setting up 
modern filatijres for the production of better silk. 

III. CHISHANG INTEGRATED SILK PRODUCTION ZONE 

To promote an integrated management of sericultural production and marketing, 
the Government has been positively helping both farmers and contract dealers set up 
cooperative farms and modern filatures (silk reeling factories). it is through this 
endeavor that the Chishang Integrated Silk Production Zone has been Set up. And a 
cooperative farm, a sericultural demonstration center and an automatic filature are 
to be established there. 

Retired Servicemen's Cooperative Sericutture Farm 

About 70 retired servicemen and their families with a total of 50 ha mulberry 
plantations are participating in this organization. Though individual family farms 
cont inrie to cooperate as basic units, the farmers are grouped to engage in various 
farming activities on a cooperative basis. The purpose is to change the conventional 
structure of sericultural production by (I) enlarging the scale of farm operation 
through the group approach, (2) al levi -it i rig the labor shortage and mdi vi dual input 
burden, and (1) providing for commercial-scale handling and marketing of products. 

Sericultural Farming Demonstration and Training Center 

As silkworm feeding accounts for 71) to 80 per cent of the total labor requi-
rements for silk production, its mechanization is Lirgelitly desired. To that end, .JCHR 
had assisted the VACRS in setting up a demonstration and training center at Chishang 
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and installing a set of automatic spiral-rotating" silkworm-rearing devices. The 
function of the center is 

to demonstrate the techniques of cooperatively feeding young silkworms. 

to train silkworm raisers in the use of labor-saving machinery for raising 
grown-si lkworms. 

to introduce improved moricultural methods and better water management for 
mulberry cultivation. 

Special Training Program for Combination of Sericultural and Educational 
Deve lopments 

In order to speed up the training of extension workers, a special plan for com-
bination of sericultural and educational developments has been carried on since 1974 
with JCRR/CAPD support. It provides for the students of the Ta-hu Agricultural Voca-
tional School (TAVS) to pursue studies at the school but go back to their homes in 
the live SSPAs during the sericultural farming seasons - from March to June and from 
mid-August to mid-November - to work together with farmers by way of demonstrating 
standard farming techniques and gaining practical experience. For the time being, 
14 students are working at the Taitung Silk Reeling Factory and 10 students at the 
Cooperative Sericulture Farm. 

Taltung Silk Reeling Factory 

The Shin-Shin Silk Industrial Corporation, a designated contractor in this area, 
has built an automatic filature capable of yearly producing about. 78,000 kilograms 
of raw silk in the Chishang Integrated Silk Production Zone. The filature started 
operation in May 1975. 

IV. PROSPECTS AND CONCLuSION 

From the agricultural point of view, Taiwan is an ideal area climatically favo-
rable for the development of Sericulture. In southern and eastern parts of the 
island, silkworms can be raised six to eight crops a year, an advantage that can 
never be attained in Japan or Korea. In addition, the potential for raising silkworms 
in the gentle slope land of Taiwan is also promising. In view of the decline of silk 
production in developed countries, there is plenty of roots for us to promote seri-
culture. However, our silk processing industry is still at the primitive stage. For 
instance, the silk reeling capacity is too small to catch up with the sericultural 
output. A considerable amount of quality cocoons, almost RIC, is exported as raw ma-
terial to Japan. It is therefore urgently necessary to build a down-stream industry 
and to upgrade the scale of pritsary reeling levels to finished products. Like a newly 
hatched silkworm, our silk industry is just taking oil the ground. There is a bright 
[Itture but still a long way to go. 
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A brieE account of Sericulture in Taiwan 

Year 

Mulberry 

9ectarage 

(Ha) 

No. 	of 

Sericultural 

families 

No. 	of 	need 

eggs 	diotri- 

bated 	(case) 

Total 	produc- 

tion of green 

cocoons 	(kg) 

Unit 	yield 

of cocoons 

(kg/case) 

First 

grade 

(8) 

Price 	of 

cocoon 

(51$/kg) 

Exported 

dry cocoons 

(Ton) 

Imported 

raw 	silk 

(Ton) 

Remarks 

igo 5,250 39,695 7.56 The 	highest 	record 	be- 

fore 	restoration 	of 

Taiwan. 

The 	highest 	record 	be- 
1956 27,531 210,713 7.65 fore 	the 	establishment 

of 	specialized 	sericul- 

tural 	production 	areas 

(SSPA). 

1973 681 1,724 8,836 123,841 14.02 79 71,0 The 	year 	of 	the 	establish- 

ment of SSPA 

1976 1,629 2,126 15,521. 264,304 17,01 83 102.0 

1975 1,062 4,895 24,762 478,487 19,45 82 105.0 289 

1975 1.256 2,853 27,516 550,02' 19.99 86 120.9 414 2.1 

1977 1.212 4,622 29,017 586,204 20.20 87 126.7 317 52.6 Aggregate 	output affec- 

ted by entreme drought 	in 

the 	spring 	season. 

1978 1.677 3,749 38,824 937,775 24.00 87 130.3 649 126.8 
1979 2,513 2,962 51,240 1,346.438 25.00 87 135.0 768 300.7 

1980 2,737 3,109 58,239 1,824,498 26.73 87 141.0 1,165 247.9 

1981 2,394 2,796 59,204 1,638,917 27.55 87 141.0 953 262.5 

1982 1,677 2,113 64,272 1,248,759 28.21 87 146.0 1.208 318.1 

1983 1.266 1,344 33,395 960,596 29.00 90 148.0 999 305.5 

1984 853 1.251 16,724 825,338 28.00 92 147.0 338 207.2 
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SITUATION ACTUELLE DE LINDUSTRIE SERICICOLE A TAIWAN 

H.T. CHU 

Council for ,4qricultural Planning and Development 
Executive Yuan 

37 ian-hai road, Taipei 107 
Taiwan. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

La sericiculture est une activit6 relativement ancienne chez les paysans de 

Taiwan. 

he climat de Taiwan favorise Ia plantation de mriers et l'Levage de vers 

soie. Autrefis, la sriciculture n'tait pas uniquement unc aclivité secondaire rnais 

die reposait principsiement sur des mGriers sauvages. Ccci ajout6 5 des techniques 

archaiques de sriciculture donnait 	de petites rcoltes de cucons de qusilté me- 

diocre. Dautre part, les filatures de soie etaient si priues que Ia production 

de soie était trCs faible et donc les coats trCs Clevés. 

Min de remCdier 11 cette situation, La JCRR/CAPD a pris linitiative de 

financer des pro jets destinCs ii retancer Is production de soie 	Taiwan. Les projets 

les plus remarquables mis on oeuvre an cours de Is dCcennie furent les suivants 

aide apportCe A is Station d'AmCiioration Séricicole de Taiwan (ISIS) pour 

qu'eiIe metl(I on oeuvre des programmes destinCs 5 améliorer les variCtés et is cul- 

ture des mCriers cc des vers 	soie. 

introduction des technologies modernes de sCriciculture venant de lCtranger. 

demonstration des techniques amCliorCes de sricicuIture et de mnriculture 

aux paysans locaux. 

* JCRR 	Commission Jointe sur Ia Reconstruction Rurale (rCorganisCe en CAPI) Ic 1 
mars 979). 

CAPD 	Conseil pour ic Planning of Ic DCveloppcment Agricoie. 
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Ces activites se aUnt avcres très utiles pour lextcution des projets de pro-
duction st r i CI Cole. 

Ii. ETABLISSEMENT DE ZONES SPECIALISEES DAMS LA PRODUCTION SERICICOLE (SSPA) 

Etant donna les rsultats remar9uables rnentionnés ci-dessus, at dans Ic cadre 
du programme de dveloppement rural et agricole acclré (ARDP), des SSPAs ont té 
implantées dune manire intensive dans lea regions do fliaoli, NanLou, Tainan, 

Pingtung, laitung et Hualien (voir carte ci-aprs) depuis 1973. Les objectifs sont 
los suivants 

faire pousser des m6riers et elever des vera ? soie sur Ia base dun contrat. 

développer les plantations de mirier dans lea plaines ii faible rendement et 
sur des terrains en pente. 

pratiquer lea Clevages de vera 	soie dune manire specinlisee et an sein 
de coopCratives. 

renover los locaux d'elevage et introduire des methodes permettant une Cco-
nomie de main d'oeuvre. 

a) aider lea sCricicuiteurs et las industriels r conclure un contrat porrant 
sur la production et lachat des cocons, ce dernier Ctant conditionne par Ia qualite 
do Ta production et le prix de in soie. 

I) former lea Cieveurs de vers h soie et promouvoir in coopCration avec les 
ecoles 2i vocation agricole. 

renforcer i'infrasrructure comma lea nourricories cooperatives. La materiel 
do désinfecliou, lCquipement 	pour Ic drainage et lirrigation aim dameliorer lea 
conditions matérielles de Ia production sCricicoie. 

accorder des prets 	Iii production sCricicole. 

I) aider los contractanta 	achoter lea cocons dans Las SSPAs et a construire 
des tilaturea modernes atin de produire une soie do meilleure qualite. 

Ill. ZONE Oh PRODUCTION 1NTECREE DE CHISHANG 

Pour promouvoi r une organ i sat ion inL6gr6t,  do In production sCr ir icole et de Ia 
commercialisatiorn, Ic gouvernement a ccnsicicrnblement aidC h In fois lea fermiera 
et Los entrepreneurs dir contrat i installer des coopCratives CL des filatures mo-
dernes (usines de HiaLures de soie). C'rst grace A cot effort quc La zone de pro-

duction de soie mnni.egree de Chisharrg a pu Ctre implantee. lint coopCra( ivo, un centre 
de dmonsLration srricicoIe CL tine filature aulomatiqine doivent y Ctre inatallCs. 

a) Ferine sCricicole coopCrativo de militaires A Ia reiraite 

Environ 70 militairea 	La retraite et leurs lamiLLes parlicipent . cetto orga- 
nisation stir nne plantation do mnriers d'une scrperfirie trtaIe de 50 hr'ctares. Bion 

quo In ferret FamiLiaLe resre In rellinle do base, los paysans se regroupent nun seiir 
do La coprat ive pour diverses art ivir Cs.rgricoles. Le hut esr do changer La at mc- 
(tire tr;idn i orine 1 Ia de In production srr c icol a en ( I ) 	I nrrgi assure It champ d'art i - 
vita do ki lent' grace nun regrorpiment . (2) en nil ICgeninr lea charges dies h un manque 
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de main d'oeuvre et aux investissements individuels et (3) on assurant Is promotion 

et is commercielisstion des produits. 

b) Centre de formation et de dtmonstrat ion sricicole 

Lalimentation des vers I sole roprésente 70 A 80 	do travail ncessaire A Is 
production do Is sole, aussi ost-il urgent de Ia mécsniser. Pans ce but, le JCRR a 

ajd6 to VACRS 	installer tin Centre do dnionstration et de formation 	Chishang et 
un systeme atitomatique 'rotatii-spirale" pour llevage des vers 	sole. Lea [onc- 
t ions do Centre aunt 

(I) do montrer los techniques permottant de notirrir les jeunes vers A sole all 
scm dune cooperative. 

do former lea éleveurs do vers 	sole 	lutilisation de machines destinées 

élever los vers A sole adultes avec une main d'oeuvre moindre. 

dintroduire do meilleures mCthodes do moriculture et d'irrigation. 

c) Programme special de formation combiriant un enseignement traditionnel et un 
once i guemerit sCric i cole 

Afin d'a(:ct'lort'r Ia formation des ouvriers, un programme special comprenant on 
enseigr.oment rrsditionnol Ct tin onseignemont stricicole a itC mis stir pied en 1974 
aver laido du .ICRR/CAPD. ii permet aux 6tLldianL5 do lEcole ui Vocation Agricole de 
Ta-hu (TAVS) do poursuivre leurs Ctiides t l'ecole rnais aussi do rentrer chez eux dens 
lea SSPAs pr'nd;ini la saison sCricicole c'cst i dire de mars i join et do mi-soilt 2i 
mi-novombre, de travailler aver lessCriciculteijrs on leur montrant los techniques 

standard do s6ricicti1ture et dacquCrir do lexpCrience pratique. En cc moment, 14 
itucIients travaillent i Is fileture do sole de Taitung et 10 autres A is cooperative 

r i c I co it'. 

d) Filature de sole de Taitung 

La societe industriello de sole do Shin-Shin, on entrepreneur designe dens cc 
dome inc. a roust ru it dans Ia zone de production i ntégrte do Chi shang une filature 
automatiqut' dune capacite annitello do production denviron 78.000 kg do sole grgc. 
La filature a dimarrC en mci I975. 

1V. PERSPECTIVES ET CONCLUSION 

Dt 	point do vue agricolo , Taiwan est tin etidroi t idiaI pour Ic developpemeiit de 
is sCriciculi:ure cii raison des conditions climetiques. IJans lea rCgions stid ot ost 
tie 	1 fle. nit lietit obLeiti r de 6 	8 récol Lee do cocons par an, re qui n'est pas IC 
css ni all taporu ci en Corue. Do pltis. los rCgions us! Ioiuntes do Taiwan cotivi ennent 
très blot, i i 'elevage do vera •i solo. Lo declin do Is production sCricicole dana los 
pays mndustrialises eeoc laisse to champ libro pour pruumuuuvoir Ia q6ricicu!tuire. 
Cependant , notro itidtust rio de in sole esl encore dtun niveau trs baa. Per exernplc, 
Is caper itC de fi let ure de sole n'est pea scare 61ev6e pour absorber In production 
sCric icole. Prosque 80 7 des corona do hr,nne qutal I te soot esportts in ispnn sous 
10TMV tie sole grge. Atussi cot-il urgent tie mottre on place one industrie en cud 
et d'eI- It' o,veau do filaturo jusqu'auix produits finis. Notre 	industrio 	do 	In 
sole est 	sea dtbut a, ci Ic a no eveiui r bri I lent mais beeuucoup de chomi n roste encore 
S parcourir. 
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Sericicuiture a Taiwan 

Superficie 	Nbre 	on 	Nbre 	de Production Unite de Premi6re 	Prix do Cocons secs Soie 
- 	en 	mIners 	families 	graines 	dis— 

Amen 
totale 	de rOcolte de catégorie 	cocon exportés grlge 

Observatsons , 
serxcscoles 	tribuAes cocons 	verts cocons importee 

(Ha) 	 (boite) (kg) (kg/Suite) (8) 	(51$/kg) )tonne) (tonne) 

1940 5 250 39 695 756 

1956 27 	531 210 	713 7,65 

1973 681 1 	724 8 836 123 941 14,02 79 71,0 

1974 1 	629 2 	126 15 524 264 30' 17,01 83 102,0 
1975 1 	062 4 896 26 762 478 487 19,45 82 105,0 
1976 1 	256 2 863 27 516 550 024 19,99 86 120,9 
1977 1 	212 4 522 29 017 586 206 20,20 87 125,7 

1978 1 	677 3 749 38 826 937 775 26,00 87 130.3 
1979 2 	513 2 962 51 240 1 	346 438 26,00 87 135.0 
1980 2 	737 3 	109 68 239 1 	824 498 26,73 87 141,0 
1981 2 	396 2 	795 59 204 1 	638 917 27,65 87 141.0 
1982 1 	677 2 	113 44 272 1 	248 759 28,21 87 146.0 
1983 1 	266 1 	344 33 395 960 598 29,00 90 168.0 
1984 863 1 	251 15 724 825 338 28,00 92 147,0 

Le pius fort rAsuitat 
avant la restoration de 
Taiwan. 

Le plus fort rCsultat 
avant la Rise en place 
de zones de production 
séricicoles opCcialisCes 
(SsPA). 

AnnCe de la misc en place 
des SSPU. 

289 
414 2,1 
317 52,1 Production 	globule 

affectCe 	par 	une 	ix— 
poftante 	sAcheresse 	au 
printemps. 

649 126,8 
768 300,7 

1 	166 247,9 
953 252,5 

1 	208 318,1 
999 305,5 
338 207,2 

p., 
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